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G,)neral i ti es 
General description of the ESSOR 9lant. 
Proceedings o: the neeting held at Ispra on the 
..,rd th 
..J and l, o:~ se,tenbe~ 196C on the operation 
of ESSOR in the frane of the heavy-water power 












lOO'J.G in the frar.ie of 
Aids to nuclear plant 
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The ESSOR plant is essentially a caL,ponent testing reactor with 
two adjoining lc,boratory wings for ~1ot co1.;pcnents. 
The reactor itself io ciesig.-,ed fer irradiation of fuel ele,;1ents 
2nd channels of e1e heavy wc.ter r3c.ctor line in power reactor 
environment,' wi,th regards to neutron,...spactrUC1, cooling nnd fuel 
assemblies. 
'.:'!10 functions of the t\10 ,1ot la'.:>::irc.tories are ·: dismantling, 
ins~:>cctio;1 anc. metrology o:f fueJ. ele .. e~1ts (A.DZCO), and siuilar 
tre atr,,ent of i:;tructur e.l c0t:,:'.l'.Jnents, C~".2.11.ne ls I contro 1 rods, 
etc. (J..':':'FI). 
The plant facilities Are eo~pleted ~y the 'pre~ence on the 
grounds of the Is:ira i1esearch Center of a :10t r.ietallurgy labora-










The E3SOI{ reactor core is arrangef around an experimental zone 
filled vlith heavy unter e.nd providing spaee for 1 to 1£ experi!:!,.ental 
channels with a i;imdrnum diaueter of "-.:;c i;m. 
plunge vertically t~roug~ the coderator. 
1.50 m of their lengtj is subwitted to a flat flux of ther~al 
neutro,1:::: > ::.014 n/cm?•/s. 
Ti12 fuel eler.:ents introduced id the c~1an~1els can generate from 
1 to 2 MW 2.ccording to design, enric:1.ei.1t e.;;d coo ling· .conditions. 
The r.-;aximun power of the ez~:er:_:'.entc::l zone then ar.10unts to 
e.bout ?.O rn. 
The experimental zone is surroL';..,_c12d by a "driver zone" with 
I1igh enric ·,::ent proven fuel ele:.:G:r.ts, generating on the ~1hole 
The totnl power o: the 3.:.:;;::;o~~ core, -.,it:: t;1e experimental zone 
filled U0J ree.ches t~1us 
Tho o:1crc.ting cycle is three weGks full power operc1tion and one 
weel: reactor shut-clcwn fer ::'uel Le.ndling. 
The control system of t~c reector c~re is loc2ted in the heavy 
water reflector, outside t~e drivor ~c~e to 0ini~~ze the flux 
perturb~t~on in the experi~ental 30~e. This nr~angemcnt 







It i3 possible to connect several channel::; and fuel elements 
of the experimental zone in parallel to a single cooling loop. 
The :ollowing cooling mediums might be used: water, steam, gas 
or organic fluid. 
Eaeh loop is housed in a separate shielded cave, is provided with 
a control room in the reactor hall ( connected to the main control 
rooc) nnd supplied with all auxiliary services ( water, nitrogen, 
eomprcssed air, vacuum, active and non active waste, power supply,etc ••• ) 
Five eaves are available to the customers of the ESSOR plant. 
Three of them are now occupied by the follm·ring experimental loops 
EI'..: 1 CART loop with fog cooling,bclonoing to the CIRENE program 
of CISE (Italy) 
Organic loop for the study of the cheLlical properties of this 
coolant. Up to now the loop is not connected to any experimen-
tal channel, It might be of interest to the promoters of the 
ROVI program (Italy) 
Organic loop which should be connected to 4 to 5 experimental 
channels in parallel, The fin2l ndjuatment work is in progress 
Qnd the loop should be ready for the connection with channels 
Qnd experimental fuel elements during summer 1969. Conceived 
within the ORGEL program, the loop may 2lso be used in connection 
with fuel elements and channels of other heavy-water reactor 
lines, and in pa:rticular tor the CANDU and SIEMENS concepts. 
- 2 c2ves, EK J and EK 4 nre E~VAi lable to other customers • 
. I . . 
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J..fter irradie..t~on the fuel elements e.re disch~ged from the 
reaetor core with one of the t.wo si:ielded casks and de::_)osited 
in the dece.y poc: 1 ( when necessary e.:t2r introduction in a storage 
eont ainer). 
Then the residual act.:..vity has decayed under 100.000 Ci ( ( 1 MeV) 
the fuel eler:ients nra conveyed under water to the main hot cell whigl1 
is at the sane tL:.e e. dis~atching ::;tat:.'_on for the transport to 
the neutrogra9hy call or to t~e ~et~ology and conditioning cells. 
The main hot eell is fully ec~ui:';::ecl uiti1 mac:1ine tools for any 
rer.10te disassembling, cutting, 1::ill:..:c.1£, clad rernoving and 
section,1.ing ',·rork. 
The neutrogra:i_'.);,y cell for neutro:.-: radiogrn~J!1y of fuel rods and 
elusters in not yet prov:..dad ~dth t~c accelerator. 
The ot~er eells one designed for ~~e following operations: me-
trology, lea~ test, gn~~n-ccanning, Duncture test, foulina test, 
etc •• • 
The fuel rods c.re t;'.e;~ .sent tc. t:1e i,c:rci1 i,ctivity Laborc.tory (L.i:.i: .• ) 
of tht:: :..:spra Cent..::r, fo:~ net al l\..:rgicc_l exauinPtion of cl au,iing 
(hardness, thernal ane: e lectrice.l coi;Cuctivity, uet allography, 
fission gas diffusion, etc ••• ). 
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J • • Hot laboratory tor :£?.truct.ur~~~fants i ATFI) 
The cells are shieldeC:. for ·; .ccc to :cc.Gee Ci K 1 l·ieV, but they 
have not the tightneaa. requente~ ~7 tie handling of irradiated 
finsionable ra~t~rials. T~ey ere t~us devoted to atructure compo-
nents such as c;1un:.1e ls, contro 1 roc:.s, structural cler.rnnts etc ••• 
The poasibilitias off2r8d ~1 these cells are outstanding with 
re~ard to t;:1e r:,c.xi.mur.1 lengti1 of the conponents han led ( u:) to 
9 ,01eters). 
The first cell is equipfeC :~~ t~e in~er and outer inspection of 
the eham:els, for Le;t::-ology 0,1c. :Zor cv.tting pressure and c.alandri.::-. 
tubcn. 
The second cell, of SLlaller si~c, serven for burst testing of 
tube sections nr1d ::or 




to be sent to the 
It i;:; obviously possible to :-'..:1trQcucc L the hot lc.boratories 
irradiGted conponents whieh Gr2 not coLling directly frou the 
ii:;:;:.wa core. 
For instance, ,3. trans;_'.lort contai·ncr c:cw be unloaded into the 
decay pool with the ~O tons travelling crane : in this way it 
is planned to :!..1,trodece i:·: the L'Y~Cv Laboratory som.e fuel elei:,ents 
of the p·rn. re2.c·~or of 'i'rL,o-Vercelle::;e. 
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Severn! mobile eu,r~c'.iners with lead n\ielding and the necessary 
tr~ts and trailers, lice,,ced for open road transport t are 
available at t:1.e Inpra C<:lnter. With this equipment we can 
tal:e charge in any eo.untry oi the Co:-,~::aunity of eomponents of 
n wide range of nctiv.ity c.;1c, oize C::;;livered by cust,o..1ers and 




PROCZEDINGS O!.? THZ MEETING HELD 
AT ISPRA ON TH~ Jnl AHD 4th 
OF SEPTEMSJ~ 1968 
L--~~-..-.....------··--------a..J.· .._....._ ...... 4_ ........... .&... _____ _ 
peope of the meeting Irradiation prograos in ESSOR : 
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surv8y o:Z po::rnibilitiez vs requirenents 
and wishes or interests of reactor 
At_tended the r.1eeting_ 
CEA Mr. BAILLY 
CISE Menors. MORANDI 
SCA.RONI 
CNEN J\'lessrs. Jj'lBROSIITI 
MANC::In 
GAAA Mr. 30IROIJ 
INTERATOM Mr. MARKl"ORT 
MONTEDISON Messr:::;. BIONDI 
SCEIA"JZLLO 
SIEMENS Mr. STEI-{LE 
ESSOR Has Dr:::. BOWJAUR2 
L2COQ 




The meeting began with a review of the main characteristics 
of the ESSOR conplcx and of the carrying out of experioental pro-
grams. A prelininary report, resuning the nain itens of infor-
nation was distributed. 
As requested by the partici9~nts, Mr. Bonnaure outlined the 
reactor operation schedule and the re~aining possibilities for 
irradiation, not yet scheduled (ApJendix 1). 
Precisions were given on the necessary steps requested by tI1e 
realisation of a new loop, froc t~e first concept to the execution 
of the tests (Appendix 2). 
As it was clear t~at, in t~e fre~e of the meeting no hypothe-
sis should be oade on t~e financing o: new prograas, nor on the 
naximun of the corresponding budgats, the participants expressed 
their wishes concerni~g t~e operation of the. reactor and hot la-
boratories (Appendix J). 
On the basin of the possibilitL~.s of the reactor and of the 
requireraents of the participants, fou~ typical attenpts of a fu-
ture utilisation prograu fort:1e ,-,hole experinental loopsof the 
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but not schedulea 
/ ~ptati~e -;._-e_a_cJ-.?..:: operation sche du.1.:.£_J 
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(*~ <::13.sa cctions are possible 
r-.:; -~::2 :~:.o:1ent 
(*•:c~~~act~~£ t~e loop to the channel should in this 
c~oa i=?!y a few months of reactor shutdown 
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3 to 5 raonths 
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TYPICAL THE SCE.SDULE ?OR THE 
INSTALLATION OF A NEW LOOP IN 
ESSOR 
1. - .P_i_s_c _ u.n~:::}~oA .. E .. "tcJ2. ( necessary to get a general 
ngrGe~cnt with the Conaission) 
3co~0 and general dencription of loo, and 
progrn~.1 
TcG?tative design 
Ten?tative cost evaluation 
Tec~~n~ivc tine schedule 
2. - .P:~~c)_iIJ_i_n..~x....5l~sig~ 
Saoe points as above but nore detailed 
StRrt o: the safety report study 
Detailed engineering design 
Sub.:litting detailed safety report to J..utho-
ri ti-CG 
Manu~acturing conponents 
Aosecbling in the caves 
Associated-works in the ESSOR-Reactor plant 
(2.uzilinries) 
Acceptance tests, including official inspec-
tion 
4 • - !:Q;,e:~ _and _lower char,1ber works 
At t:10 sane tine 
- core loading 
- inte~lock nodifications 
- ii~al operation tests, including channel and 
Zucl ~andling and renote control frou the main 
co~'!trol roor.t 
.. B/5 .. 
2 r.1onths Se - Start-up 
.___..._._.,~-w-•-
~nt.erloek and proeedures operational control 
linal Dafety a~rcenent 
Low powe1- tests 
High power tests 
Full power o~eration 
Tote! tine~ fpoc 27 to J~ raonths, d09endin9 on aanagemcnt, 
inter:f'erenees with running reactor progre.1:rsJ inherent complexity 
and safety. 
!'asks 1 ... 2 • .3 may be perforr..1ed !luring nornal, full power, reactor 
eperation .. 
Task 4 implies a reaetor shutdown and partial unloading of the 
Tanks ~-Jp4 nay somehow overlap upon each other. 
Step 1 leads to basic agreement, cost sharing and contract. 
Step 2 provides necessary doeunents fo~ ~ preliminary agreement 
o: the ESSOR Safety Cocmittee. 
Steps 3 and 4, cover effective construction and commissioning tests. 





I, Present facilities 
·---~·- ---.-... 









CART loop (CIRENE 
Channel 1. 
\ progran,. Fog cooled, light water. 
HK 5 and E~':: 2 loops (ORGEL progra1:1). Organic coolant. 
Channels n. 5, 'l, G, 9 end 10 for MK 5, channel 2 for 
EK 2. 
CART loop ready. ~1:.ll participate in ESSOR start-up 
Its irradiation program, in 1969, will be handicapped 
by the extended stop oade necessary by loading ORGEL 
channels and by the new start-up tests 
of ESSOR with organic loops. 
Full power irradi~tion in 1969 is considered of first 
ir:1portancc :.:or the CIRENE fuel developr.1ent prograt:~. 
Irradiations arc expected to extend on 1970 and 1971, 
possibly later. 
NK 5 and Elt 2 loo:;in arc complete, but they need fit-
ting and adjustccnt work. 
Loading of ORG2L channels in the reactor core is 
scheduled in succor 1969 and final tests, including 
start-up to power will tak0 place during the second 
half o:[ 1969. 
Existing facilit::.~n allow for sa,i1ples irradiation 
both in organic loo?s, rabbit facilities and blind 




............... ....._ ____ .... _.......,_...__..._,._,. 
CISE 
CNEN 
1970 ·.-rill be a full power irradiation year for both 
In t:1e courDe of 1970 or at the beginning of 1971, 
OTIG2L irradiations will reaeh a branching point : 
1) 3ither the construction of an ORGEL prototype will 
'uc decided and, then, the 11 Groupe1:1ent Prototype" wi 11 
tal::c fullmc of MX 5 with 4: channels +(n. 5, 6, 7 and 8) 
a,i.d E;:: 2 with 1 channel (n. 2). In that caae, all these 
cites will be occupied until 1972-1973• 
2) Or the Conoission will lini~ heroelf to coc9lete the 
re De e..:-eh e.nd dove lopnent tasks foiA ORG2L without any 
~urt~er attcnpts towards en industrial ntep. 
In t!1.at ease, the irradiationc 1:rill go on until 1971 
in e:,anne ls 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 of Mi: 5, and possibly 
in channel 2 of EK 2, though it could ba conceivable to 
cvi~c~ E~ 2 on oth~r jobs. 
~oreoees n prosecution of irradiations in C.A..~T over 
1970 and 1971, oven later. 
Could possibly irradiate uo2/Th02 fuel samples, and Zr 
alloy eladding tubes in c.iu>sul,os eoolca, by organic. 
2 loop could be fairly easily adn9ted 
of oxpcrir.1ent. 
to this kinp 
Irradiation conditions and device, still to be defined. 
Is interested in irradiation of hig~ density fuel oa-
terials such as U-Si alloys. 
MON'.IEDJSOIT : Uould be interested in cot1pleting e.nd ste.rting EK J, in 
t:1.c frar:ie of an irradiation program, in che.1,nel J, of 
UC/SAP fuel in HB4:0 at about 200°C for the ROVI project. 
Eouover, fitting and adjustoent delayo o~ EX J, together 
uith fuel developraent schedule let suppose that no such 
ir~adiation eould take place in ESSOR betore late 1970. 








Intorcctod in irradiations of uo2/zr, high 
bu:.n-up £''L~e le in ~.Q41JS'lll'iz-e1:l water loops. 
,-:ope to oix,rate, besides CART, a fuel irre.-
diatiQn ~acility consisting of a fog loop 
com1c.cted to J chani.cls, and a superheated 
steaD loop, ~onnected to 1 channel. 
No propoDal, no cocuent 
No propocal, but (should a water loop be built 
anc1 operated by EURATOM) would presunably per-
forn sone irradiations in this facility. 
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B, HOT LABORATORI~S 
~...._.ca._._ .. .._.~_ ....... _ ..................... . 
1. Present or ~lannid 1acilitics 
-.:.-.. .---....... ..a._ •. ..-...~ .s .... ~ .................. ~..1...,-->11: • ...a. •• ..a... . .-.,..._ ___ ...._,___ 
A dcte.ilec~ d.e::;c:Ai:Jtion of thc ESSOR not facilities and LMA 
(Me(iuo Activ~ty Laboratory of the Met&llurgy Division) can 
be found in papers 5 and 6 of the docuoent distributed during 
the neeting. T~a persons present had the opportunity to visit 
these cqu~J~cnts during the 2nd day of t~e .... nce .. ing. 
The possibilities offered to the customers arc bria:ly rcain-
ded be lovr. 
1.1 h.D.s.c.a~ (Fuel e:a~ination hot calls cf ESSOR~ 
Was:"'.inc ,rclls (in operation) 
Bundle C:iai:1c.ntling 1:1?.chine (in operation) 
C~tting C['.chin2 (in o~cration) 
?e?isccJc (in operation) 
Tig~tncs::;-tost (planned for and 1969) 
Met:.Aolocy '.J3C'. :for bundles and rods (planned :fo:::- end of 1969) 
I!Gt-:<:.ropAa:_:i::y c2ll {:1lanned fo1A 2nd o:f 1970) 
G2.r:1:,1a scanning bed (plann2d for enc. of 1969; 
1.2 1~.T .. ::.r. (Pressure tubes exanination hot calls of ESSOR) 
Bec1 ;:o::.A int 2:Anal and external TV e~:a,;1inat ion ( in 09eration) 
Internal diaoeter neasureLlent apparatus (planned for 1970) 
3o~ing mcasureoent apparatus (planned :or 1970) 
Transversal cutting nnchine (in operation) 
Cold ~al!uc leak-test (in operation} 
Cold burnt-test (in operation) 
~ot burnt-tent (planned for end of 1969) 
Ei lling :::ac:line :for preparation of sac:ples ( planned for 1970) 
for en~ of 1969). 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 c 
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1 . .3. L.M.A. (I;ec.::.e.::: Activity Laboratory of Mctalluq;y Divii::don) 
in oJc~ation as a whole 
Main eel::. : 
Punct~~o-tcst for fuel rods 
Millina nc..c~inc for scanning 
Milling ~acn1nes ::or ccraaic fuels 
G 2.rJr.1a-scann::.ng 
Stcr2osco~ic-Poriscopc 
Metrolosy o: :::ucl and sheath specioens 
Density o::: :ucl and sheath speciocns 
Mcc..sure3cnt oi t~2r~al and electric conductivity on cy-
Rcsin-coc:::ing c..nd polishing of Iissile and non :::issilc 
Macro end aic~o hardness 
Tensi~2 tests (up to 600 ~c} 
Note~ to~~s (5 kg x a froc - 150°C till 600 °C) 
Heat treatas~t :::urnaccB till 2000°C 
?ias:i .. ::L: g2.:::; :tclcnsc fron fuel spenin,ene and gas annlysis 
2. f!:oapect i vc c.u:Jtor-10::-s yrjshes 
An interest ~es ~ocn oanifestcd in tho following itecs 
Ar'ECO 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 e 
- 3undlcs and rods dia8antling 
Netrology of bundles and roe.a 
- 0 scanning of rods 





Metallography on fuel and shee.t~. specinens 
Tensile tests on sheath specinens 
- Measurement of hydrogen pick-up on sheath 
op8cir.iens 
(Only for the second pressure tube 
- Internal inspection 
- Internal and external diaoetero 
- Bowing 
end of 1969) 
- Defect de~pness neasurcoenta (d~a to fretting 
o~ grids on the ch~nnel). 
T:1e ;,o::;ition o:: th.:c C.E.A. concerning the ut:.li'.3ation of ADECO 
and A~~I d2p2nds on a possible execution o~ an irradiation pro-
gr a::1 i i1. 2SSOI1. 
The representatives fron CC:.4. do not exclude to use ATFI. 
EU:.:l./C-IG/12'/ /S9 e 
1. 
2. 
1 cave :or :~=: .3 
1 cave ::o::- CATr 
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/-..PPENDIX 4 
in the ESSOR caves 




2 cP.vos :Zor n:: S and -2:i:: 2 : ORGEL ~crograr.1 
1 cav,e fo1- 2 .:. ::>c)s 
1 cave fo~ ~=: 3 
1 boiling water loo) {and 
possible extension to super-
hee.ted steer.1) 
1 prescuri~ed water loc9 
CI~2NS progrru1 (and posaible extension to 
suporhcc~t3( 0tov..r_1) 
ORGEL ~Jrograu 
J. 1 cave :or 1 ]ressuri~od water loop 
1 cave ::or 1 boiling water loop (and possible extension 
1 cave foe.- CA.."1T : cr:imE progral:1 
2 caves ::o:- E:: 5 n:10 EK 2 : ORGEL ~Jrogran 
4. 1 cave :or 1 yronnurized water loop 
1 cava 2 loopc 
1 boiling water loo? 
1 supcr~'leatec: stee.r., loop 
1 cave for CAR':.: CIREHE prograo 
2 ce.ve::; ::o:- Ii~: 5 e.nd EI{ 2 : ORGEL :µrogre.r.1 
As regards the ?Dtcntial una of new loops, prospective custooera 
would bo 
boiling watc~ loo~ j channels for CISE/CNEN/ENEL 
(CIRBN2 prograr.'.} 
1 chann81 1o:" CIS2/CI·JBH/::.W2L 
(CIRENE ' IJrogrc:.~Ji 
pressurize{ water loop 1 che.nnc l for INTERATON and/or 
SIEMENS 
1 or 2 channels :or CEA. 
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W~ ~acaivad froo GAAA on aeptenb~r JOth t~o following speci-
ficat.io"1 c~~uld the ORGEL prototype choice turn on a natural ura-
niu~ :uel, Ghhk would like to have the MX 5 nulti9lo loo? aquipped 






We reached on Jan~ary 1959 an agreement with ENEL-FIAT fo~ 
disraantling and inspection of 8 ~ual bundles of the TRINO-VERCELL3G~ 
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SECTION C 




Aa we have seen in t~1e section A, ESSOR is in the first 
place an irradiatio~ :-:acili ty for fuel eleuents and channels of 
heavy water moderated reactors, and secor:.dly a testing facility 
:for conplete loops. 
Unfortunately, the rea.li~ation oi these loops, channels and 
fuel elements re~uires a certain amount o! time,whilst the 
5a~u~acturer is usually interested in preli~inary tostn, or 
prefers to test subassemblies already at the project and 
development stage, by neans of irradi~tio~ rigs, or in existing 
loops originally designed with a c1 i:fe:~e~,.t :r:rnrpose. 
2. Fosnibilities of ·water reactor cor:1po:1e;-its testing in I1K 5 loop 
According to sinilar experinent3, a~d i~ ~articular to the 
canadi<1.n reactor '.!R 1, it is poG3ible to J.rradiate components 
o~ ~ater cooled reactorn (H 2 0 or D20) in one or several channels 
o<' the i1lIC 'j loop. In this ca.se the analogy existing between the 
tberraal exchange ol water and organic ::uid nllows this kind of 
tc.st. Furtherr1ore the EK 5 loo~:> n'c.keD it possible to study 
the hydridation and e~iliritt!e~ent ~recess of zirconium and its 
a!loys,on account of their sinilarity of behaviour in presence 
of vqter or organic fluid. 
See for exanple the following irradiations: 
- cluster, or asseably of 1 to 3 .?uel rods (triplet) for the 
heavy Wc>.ter /heavy water or heqvy watel~ /light water reactor 
linen, as: U02 - Zr Nb 2,5, U02 - Zi 4, U02 - OZEHNITE, 
U02 - Zr - Cu - ?e, - 7''·-o· .:...J ........... 
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- ehRnnels, ealandria and pressure tubes with solid or gas 
insulation, cade of stainlesG steel, zircaloy, SAP or new 
alloys, 
- samples of eladdin!J or structure.I material., di.ffusion 
barriers. hydroffen traps, etc. 
Irradiation conditions in the MK 5 loo? are very close to 
actual conditions in a water reactor with regard to power 
density, thermal exchange, hydrogen ~iek-up, etc. But the 
09erating pressure in the experinental section will re~ain 
considerably lower than in a water reaeto~, so that cladding 
and channels cannot be subnitted to pressures exceeding 
2 20 kg/c,:i , al though this lh1i tation i.s not a serious handicap. 
J. Utilization of irradiation rigs 
Pall within this te~n devices such as ovens, irradiation 
cans, snal~. indipendent loops, rabbit holes, etc., which can 
be introduced in the reactor core through a "glove-finger" 
tube plunging in the noderato:::- or in the or9a.nic channels, 
holding small saraples for irradiation (~~on sanples of non 
fissionable Material to co~~lete fuel elenent rods). 
To this purpone the ESSOR rylant nanage~ent has foreneen the 
adaptation of existing devices, cesigned and M~nufactured 
for other reactors like: 
- CHOUCA: irradiation rig, usually for non fissionable material, 
in iGothernal conditions U? to 1000°c - Available in different 
sizes for sa~ple ~iarnete~s of 2l:: to 5~ om, 
- CYRANO: irradiation rig for fissionable ~aterial; tenperature 
of the fuel surface up to 1000°c, li~eer ~ower 1700 W/cn raax. 
Possibility o: calorimetric ~easure~entc - Available in two 
sizes for ::ia!lple diar,1eters o:f 26 to l::6 ::m. 
- HF5: ir~adiation ovena for che~ical and physical studies at 
very high temperature (up to 20000c). Max. sample diameter 
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Sone meacurements are made poasible in these irradiation rigs, 
as: cree~, swelling ,ther~al conductivity, resistivity, pressure, 
etc. 
All these rigs are reliable and already canufactured under 
otand'lrd conditions, which ma.1<.eo it :!)onsib1e to obtain them at 
ahort delay, also with active lenghts of 1,50 m ensuring a full 
utilization of the ESSOR :1u:. 
At present the ESSOR reactor cannot adnit many CHOUCA or HFS 
devices, owing to the small reactivity reserve of the fuel 
charge, but the difficulty can easily be overcome, changing 
the apecifications of the driver zone fuel elements, or 
acce::,ting a less favourable econouy o:: t~1e driver zone cycle. 
With regard to the CYRANO device the situation is better 
because the :ission~ble m~terial o: the rig compeasates the 
absorption of the structural co~?onenta,which has been reduced 
by an accurate choice of the naterial, 
A double rabbit hole is also available in the ESSOR reactor 
core, with a diameter of 10 mm for san9les o: 1~ x 40 mm, for 
short irradiation and activation analysis. 
Irradiation of aaaples in the inner shell cf codified driver 
zone e!ewents is being conoidered, This could leqd to studies 
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1. Introduction 
S E C T I C N D 
-
SVBS.IDI.ARY APPLICATIONS 
AIDS TO NUCLEAR PLANT .. OWNERS 
AND UTILITIES 
- .. D/..a . .;..-. 
Conceived for a specific task, namely the irradiation of eore components 
in real size, as we have seen in t~e preceding sections, ESSOR offers the 
possibility to perfom also other e}~9eriments. In the following lines an 
attempt is made to: shape some o: these possibilities. 
On the other hand, the ESSGR reactor plant with its handling stations, 
decay pools, hot laboratories, decontanination hall, is the most suitable 
environment for the develo~~ent o~ in-core ins9ection and intervention 
equipment, fer·· testing.: underwater handling, and in general for the training 
of inte-1"-'lr-ention. t-ear.s available to the nuclear lJlant operators of the 
Coomunity. 
2. Other possible experiments 
The main experimental channels have a considerable inner diameter; it is 
thUS conceivable to introduce into the reactor core, beth directly in the 
moderator or in the "glove finger" tubes, prototypes of control devices 
such as ionisation chambers with diameters roaching 150 mm, control and 
safety rods, etc ••. 
The possibility of introducing control devices as well frou the upper as 
from the lower plate of the reactor tank, allows to test, besides gas 
absorption end solid-rods, also liquid absorption rods which must be 
... , 
introduced from the core bottom; this is a fncility 
by many other reactors. 
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ESSOR nay be useful for practical studies of "spectral shi.ft" on a 
limited isotopic range of heavy water. Two Sulzer reconeentruti{:;-n 
columns are available for the extraction of light water passed acci-
dentally or purposedly in the moderator or driver zone heavy water. 
In the driver ~one heavy water loop, separated from the filoderator, it 
is possible to e:cperir.1ent the cher.Jical reactivity control by inject-ion 
or e::traction of soluble poison without excessive consequences on the 
reactivity. 
J. Trai_ning__ of re~_plant operator staff for other r_eactors al}d utili ~i~.!3 
As an experiraental facility ,available to all member countries of the 
Conmunity, ESSOR can receive apprentices- of any mother language or natio-
nality, such as: reactor operators, loop operators, hot laboratory tech-
nicians and health physics technicians. 
Joint to the Ispra school for nuclear plant operator staff, a practice 
in the ES30R 9lant aight be adapted to the requirements of nuclear plant 
manufacturers and nuclear plant managers , as well as to the requirements 




~. Utiliz~t}oE__oI~EES~~staff and technicians for intervention and 
repairs~_j._!l n.ucl.._ear reactors or nuclear power stations 
The operation of the reactor plant has made it necessary to collect the 
following technical facilities and corresponding know-how: 
- inspectio~_of_reactor_core_: 
micro TV car:1era 
endoscope, boroscope 
aac~ophotography, remote inspection 






screwing and unscrewing, cutting and disconnecting tools 
saws and c~tting tools with re~ote control 
welding cachine with remote control 
- iutcrveDtio;2 and protection suits and equipment : 
-------------------------------------------------
::1asks 
protcctio~ suits for decontamination and fire-fighting 




Tho research center is provido6 with additional decontamination nnd 
health physics equipment, that is : 
two intervention trucks r.wcting the prescript ions for trnnsport 
by rail : 
( • one eguip~cd with health physics intervention sot, 
decontamination showers, surface decontamination 
not, heavy-duty vacuum cleaners, dismantling tools, 
• one with a 12, 5 KVA generator and power supyly 
system, 100 m3/h compressor, pressure 7 atm, 
comprcsoor ~or 225 ata, repair tools 
- two lorries for hot cc~poncnts transport, with transport 
containcro of different ci~eo, waste disposal tanks, etc ••• 
This activity might be reinforced. The intervention team and the equipment 
could be available to nuclear pl~nt owners in case of serious failu~o, 
asking for inspection and di.sr.1,--._ntling equipment to be employed in active 
or decontamination areas, underwater dismantling and machining, deconta-















= Reactor phyDics and irrQdiation 
= General lay-out and equi~ccnt 
= Experi~ont~l loop cave3 and control roo~s 
= Handling of reactor corn~onents 
= Hot laboratories 
= Hediur.i activity laboratory (LMA) 
= Data logging and proceosing (TIS) 
= Safety procedures 
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1. ,:,!:!.ACTOR PHYSICS Al-:!J 
·-~~--~~---......1 
1. GEm:iETRY AND OfZRA.TinG CONi)ITICNS 
The horizontal section through the reactor core is shown in 
fig. 1. The stainless steel reactor tank (inner diameter 
2.380 mm) filled with hec.vy w:::itcr, contains : 
- 8 periphere.l channels disposed 2.long a circle, dianeter 
1. 750 mm, equip~:ed with leve 1 ,·,1eters for the heavy water 
( 17 and 19), neutron detectors for the st art-up of the 
re actor ( 2J and 24) and for the re actimeter ( 18 and 20), 
a gamma flux detector (21 ,gamma ce.lorimeter) 
- on a second circle, diruneter 1I1<~0 mm, 16 control rods, 
namely : 
- 4: safety rods 
- 8 + 2 compensat:i.on nnd shio rods 
- 2 fine control rods 
- along a circle,. dic.ueter 1180 ,.1,:, called the "driver zone", 
16 Z.S::iOR fuel ele,,ients, DR•2 type, cooled by heavy water 
in re-eDtrant channels. 
The normal charge of U2 35 of these 16 elements is about 6300 gr. 
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The zone inside of this circle of fuel elements is reserved to 
the cxperimentcl.l chnnnels. The nxial shielding blocks now 
instnlled allow the passage of 
of 256 mm pitch (Gee fig. 1). 
12 chQnnels in a rectangular grid 
The diameters of the passage holen 
in the upper and lower shielding block are 170 mm and 134 miil 
respectively (see fig. 2). As the moderator inlet tubes must 
surround the channels in order to provide for their cooling, a 
free diameter of 150 mm (with a reduction to 114: mrn in the lower 
shielding) is available for the experimental channels. 
Between the channels there are 13 small tubes which are used to 
measure the distribution o:.: the neutron flux in the irradiation 
zone by means o:f small mobile ioni·sation chambers. 
The drivror fuel elements have an active length of 154:0 mr;1e The 
height of the heavy water of the moder~tor is 2370 mm. Above 
the heavy wabor there is an atmospl1er8 of helium of 170 ml!'l 
thickness. 
In the first core only the position i contains a channel, the 
other holes in the siieldings 0re closed by plugs. It is 
foreseen to install Orgel channels in a second core in the posi-
tions 5, 6, 7, 8, 12. The positions 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 are for 
the moment availnble. 
The total power of th0 reactor is 25 thcroul MW in the 16 elements 
of the driver zone. 
In normal operating conditions, the uean temperature of the heavy 
water moder~tor is about 48 °c, the mean temperature of the 
cooling heavy water ia about 52 °C. 
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2.. L{.~ADIATIC!J POSS::i:BILITIES 
2.1. Thermal flux 
The thermc.l neutron flux in the ccntrD.l plcme of the irradiation 
zone is at nominal power of the rec1ctor, that is at 25 r,n1, 
nbout J X 1014 n./cm2 sec ( it1 Westcott unitn 
' 
if there 
are no channels installed in this irradiation zone. The thermal 
+ flux varies by about - 15~ de?cnding on the location in the 
irradi2;.tion zone : for instance l'.t t~1e axis of the reactor 
there is a flux of :.4 x 1014 wherens nearby the fuel elements 
th ~ 1 fl f 0 r 1014 ere .... s on y a · ux o ~ .• o x ... • 
Theoretic?.lly therctore mn.'.'.11 sar;1ples of fuel which do not 
cause any flux depression or self absorption could reach in 
the heavy water a specific power of 1.J. x 104 W/g U235, 
corresponding to about 100 :J/g of natural uranium. 
The installation of irradiation channels, the organic coolants 
and also fuc 1 eler,,ents ,depress th2 thermal neutron flux and 
hence also the possible specific power. A typical ele~ent of 
natural uraniur.1 with 19 roda in a double channel consisting 
of a pressure tube and a calandra tube of about 10 en inner 
diameter depresses the flux in the moderator by about a factor 
of 2. In the channel itself nnd in the element the flux is 
once more depressed by a factor of 2, so that for n~tural 
ur""nium elernents a t:iean specific power of about 25 ll/g of n~turc-.1 
uranium is poszible. In small irradiation samples in an 
organic cooled channel one can expect about 50 W/gr. 
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The possible S?ecific power of enriched fuel elements increases 
a little bit less than the cnrichnent,as the flux depression 
in the moderator nnd the self absorption in the element increases 
with enrici1::ent. For a 1. 7;~ enriched fuel element for instance 
one obtains 45 '.!/g of uraniu,:1. 
The int0rference of the fuel eler.,ents in the irradiation channels 
under each other and ,'Tith i.rradiation channels filled with 
cool.mt with respect to the flux and reactivity of the reactor 
must be studied for enc~ configuration. In general the chnnges 
of the flux will not be too big (of the order of ! 20% with 
or without neighbouring eler.rnnts). 
Radial flux distribution 
Fig. 3 shows as an exam;;>le the experir·,entnl results of the 
relQtive distributions of the ther@~l neutron flux in the 
renctor mid plc.ne for a configuration containing 8 elements 
of the Orgel type. 
Axial flux di~tribution 
Fig. 4 shows the axial distribution of the thermal neutron 
flux along the driver ~uel clements. At the end of the charge 
of uranium, a s,.1all flux peak towards the moderator can be 
observed. The axial nsyr.notry of the flux distribution is due 
to the control rods which re .. ,nin in the upper pE\rt of the reactor. 
This flux depression reaches its maxi~un when the control rods 
are i:".bout hc.lf way Nith<lravm, however this influence is 
mninly limit0d to Lw circle of t~-,.~ driver eleuents. Along 
the fuel ele~ents in t~e irrcdi~tion zone the axial defor-
mation of tho flux is rather small. 
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For cxam;ile, fi(J• ') d1c'v:..:: .m ~ __ ..:.i..J..i. .,oyr11:1otry which is of the order 
of : 2J '!~ ( furthormor, c;1:: seos in ti1.::.::, i'igur•J a rather importnnt 
:'.:u0 1 cle~cnt of tha Or~cl typo composed of two sections). 
Ii the clements to be plnc2d in tn0 i~r~tliatiun zone aru shorter than 
t~oGc in the driver zone, the axial di~t~ibution in the active part 
bcc::;mo fL::.ttor, li::;'!12v,,,:1: at tho (\nds on0 :·rn.s n rnther biri flux peak which 
can be partially eliminated by a follower. 
If no clements aro loadca in the irr~Giation zone, tno thermal neutron 
::~x in about ~inusoidal with an extrapolated core height of 200 cm, 
A::;.::.muthnl flux distribution 
A typical example of tile variation o:'.: the thermal flux around e. fuel 
clement is given . .,,.. in .!.ig. 7 ; in this particular casc 1 the charge of tho 
irradiation zone was not symmetric aroun~ tho position 5, nevertheless tho 
+ 
a~i~uthal variation remained within - 7 %. 
2.2. ~a3t neutrons 
T~a flux of the fast neutrons for ancrgico) 1 MeV is of the order of 
1r-
13 / 2 ; · ti , · - - , · 1 t 1 d a · .... · v n cm sec in 12 arivcr ~one. i~ cncre are no e emen s on c in ~ao 
irradiation zone, the fast flux io about 1000 times smaller on the axis 
o:Z the reactor. The axial distribution is given in fig. 8 for fast neutrons 
oJ several velocity groups. 




In tho a.river 3onc, ,.t the re2.ctor midplane, the gnrni.rn dose 
is of th~ order of 109 r/h (corresponding to about J '.J/g), 
This dose decreases by a factor of 10 on a distance of 
4G cm in t~e heavy watar. On the axis of the reactor 
and on the ir:nor curfaco of the vessel u gamua dose of 
10° r/h is expected, 
REACTIVITY 
--
There are (, control rods foreseen for the compensation of 
the ch2.ngei:1(mt:::; of reqctivity of the core during operation, 
As the position of these rods 0 ... .. the circle outside of the 
driver zone has been chosen so as minimize the flux variations 
in the irrndir-.tion zone, their reactivity value is rather 
lit.,i ted, Furtherr:iore, thi.s renctivity varies with the 
loading of tho reactor, In n core ,-rith 16 driver fuel 
elements 2.nd ,.,ith t:1e irradirtion zone full of heavy water, 
the G corapensation and ohic rods have a reactivity of 
about 16;~. ";fith 6 ele;;1ents o:[ the Orgel type,(which repre-
sent a total o: 1Coc gr. of U235) the reactivity of the 
E rods is only 1C%. 
The ti rods must first give r-. ::i:,ut-down r.rnrgin of 1% when the 
reactor is cold ::-,nd unpoi.sonod; t·10n they have to co.·apensate 
the Xenon 0.nd Sanw.rium poisoning as well as the cold-hot 
reactivity, which aLlount to about si. The reactivity 
effect of tho burn-up of fuel clements ie e&ticated to J %. 
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i-lenc_e, · tr1ere rei:1ains only about 1$~ to compensate the reactivity 
cl1.ange due to vari2.tions of the oore chargt:i ( i .• e. loading 
or unloading of fuel elements in the irradintion zone). As 
one sees, the available reactivity of the control rods is not 
quite sufficient to compensate the effects of different charges 
of tho irradi&tion zone. Hence one ,rill have to compensate 
the reactivity by other means. ~Ti th the existing driver zone 
fuel elem.:,nts of EG30R, the reactor ,till in general h.:we an 
excess reactivity when test fuel ele,;~onts are loaded and this cnn 
be compensated by adding an absorber to the Noderator ; e.g. 1% 
of light water in the heavy water ~.,oc:er2.tor diminishes the 
re"ctivity by about 10%. If one should have to mount provisio-
nally empty channels in the irradi~tion zone, it would be neceo-
s2.ry to increase the charge of uranium of the driver zone, which 
necessitates to order elements ,,i th higher uranium contents ( with 
delivery terms of about 16 months). 
If more thant 200C gr of u235 s~ould be charged in the irradiation 
:zone, t:rn ef::icicncy of the con·::rol rods would decrense tl\tder 9 ~~ and 
would then no longer be suffic~ent to compensate the burn-up; 
in this case, it would be convenient to increase the number of 
the control rods. 
Also the efficiency of the sef2ty rode Gust be checked in the 
case of an i~port~nt loading in thJ i~radiat~on zone. The neces-
sary efficiency of course dc~cnds on t~2 re~ctivity which can be 
liberated in a cnxinura credible ~ccident, It depends hence 
on the nature cf the ·coolo.nt of th2 fuel elements to be tested. 
For organic coolant, which io nn :ibnorber of neutrons, the ef-
ficiency of the safety rods cust be rather high. 
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L:.. OL~RATING CYCLES 
Oparatin9 cycles of noroally J weeks ~re foreseen. Zvery three 
weeks the renctor will be shut do,m and 4 of the 16 driver elenents 
will be rerleccd by new fuel elo~ents. This operation causes 
en increase of recctivity of the order of 2.5%. Superimpo-
sed to these snw tc:)th nhapc reactivity vnriations , the decrease 
due to the burn-up of the test eleLlcnts is to be noted. 
This operating cycle involving unloading of 1/4 of the elements 
has been chosen in order t0 li1.1it ti1e flux variations ::md the 
re~ctivity changes from cycle to cycle and on the other hnnd 
to h~ve a rather long irr~di~tion period. In equilibrium the 
renctor contains ~1ence 4 grou~,s of ::.::...;::;en fuel elements witl1 dif-
furent degrees of burn-up ( 10 1 20, JO nnd 40% of the initial uranium 
charge. 
CALCULATICiJ i;',:7HOD3 
- . ~ 
Despite the rather co~plex goowetry of the reactor, and 
the big influence of the configurntion of the irradiation zone 
on the reactivity and the distribution of flux in the reactor, 
a critical oock-up of tho core ia ~ot absolutely necessary. 
A new calcul~tion method b~sed on the heterogeneous theory has 
been developed and exp2ri,r,ent::1lly v<::rified on some typical 
configurations. Gn the b~sis of this method, tho TRIHET code, 
;rhich uses two group diffusion theory, and the HETHGIS code, 
which is sinil,,x but uses 3 diffusion groups, allow the calculation 
of l(eff of the rercctor with + ,, " :precision of - 2,o and of the flux 
distribution vith e precision of the order of! 10% (see fig. 9). 
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In order to calculate the burn-up of the reactor, the code 
ORACLE has been developed, w~1ich will be checked and adjusted 
according to the first experimental results to be obtained soon. 
The fine flux distribution and the heat generc:tion inside the 
test elements c2.n be calculated ,.·,ith. a coubin2tion of the 
existing codes Tl-ISHI'lOS nnd DXY. 
Finally, the test elei:lents are ec;ui~:.:;,ed ,vi th in-core instrument ntion 
(thermocouples, self powered bet~ detectors and Co dosimeters) 
which provide n better knowledg0 of the irredi~tion conditions 
(temperatures, s~ecific powers, i~tegratod powers). 
LITERATURE 
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Fig. 2 VERTICAL SECTION THROUGH 
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Ventilation and auxiliary systems 
5.1. Ventilation 
5.2. Auxiliary systems 





GENERAL LAY-OUT AND EQUIPMENT 
1. Reactor containment 
The metallic containment housing the reactor and its loops is a 
steel orthocylinder kept under pressure. 
Diameter: 45 m. 
Wall thickness : 
- up to the girder of the 
rotary er ane 
- above the girder 





The lower part (12 m.) of the reactor containment is filled with 
normal or heavy concrete, providing several caves for the reactor, 
the loops, and the auxiliary systems. 
The upper part (JJ m.) is the so-called hall, the floor of which 
is 5 m above the external ground. 
There is a 50 t. rotary crane, with a 5 cm fine adjustement of 
the radius for the axial operation; and an auxiliary 5 t. hoist. 
The entrance is allowed by J air locks 2 for the personnel and 
1 for the material (width 1,82 m, height 2 m), and by 1 truck-door 





The reactor containment has been designed to whistand an over-
pressure of 250 g/cm2 (test pressure 312 g/cm2, overpressure for 
the maximum credible accident 125 g/cm2 ) and an underpresaure 
of 6 g/cm2 (test underpressure 7,5 g/cm2,normal working under-
pressure 4 g/crn2). In order to limit the underpressure at 
- 4 g/cm2 , special low pressure valves open at - 5 g/cm2 and 
close at - 4 g/cm2; the underpressure is created by the venti-
lation system. The extraction, more powerful than the inlet, 
is provided with a buffer-volume allowing the ventilation in a 
closed circuit in case of contamination, or the outlet towards 
the stack (height 80 m) in normal operation. 
In the reactor containment the ventilation renews the air 4 times/h 
inlet flow: 65.000 m3/h, and keeps both temperature and humidity 
in their normal range CW°C and 60% normally). 
The power net of the reactor containment is "explosion proof" 
(VDE rules) in every room containing organic coolant and in any 
space with direct communication. 
Cold workshop 
The cold workshop has a surface of ~3 x 25 = 325 rn2. It is 
provided with a 2 t. travelling crane. The main available tools 
are : 
2 milling mach:i.nes (a big one and a small one), 
2 lathes (a big one and a small one), 
1 saw 
1 hand bending machine, 
1 cutting machine, 
1 roller, 
1 electric welding machine, 
1 argon arc welding machine, 
1 autogeneous welding set, 
2 grinding machines, 
1 polishing machine, 
1 hydraulic test pump. 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 e 
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T~c v0.~c~cuco ic located in a aeperate building ebout 50 m, from the 
reactor ~nt hac a surface of 500 c 2 • It conaiatc o~ J halls, 2 of 
whie~ nrc ~rovided with 3 t. travelling cranea. The halls haven venti-
lation end heating systera but no air-conditioning. 
e.re stored on shelves witn 2, tote.I 2 c~)acity of ~10 m 
t:c.e ::fr'-elvea are provided with a set o::: dre.u2:as ::or m:rnll size items. 
Ctc10c:-:-so:·.1e De,terial or eomponents weig~1ing :.:ere: than 1 t. and not so 
frc~u~ntly cra?loyed, are stored in a 700 c 2 hangar without heating, 
::.:1 0. 1200 r.l' enclosure, according to ~Jrotection :a-3quirements. 
l.i:. P::,~·rc:..a DU->)ly 
• .... • .. ~ .... &.. ·- .......... ,.J<... • .... 
In t>c 2S.50~=t ple.nt, there are 4 power su:_:rply syste::w and one lighting 
-
') r:," v, AC J lJh. ' power (50 H \ JUU J z 
-
220 1, .AC J lJho, control and instrumentation (50 E ) 
-~ 
12'i V, f.e., valveo, eontrcl and oignalisation circuits 
24 7, ~.c., measurements and control in cese oi 220 V failure 
The JCO V, 9ower network, consists o: three independent bus bars, one 
o:: ,1:1.ic~1 in esnential with right cf priority. ;:ech bus bar is fed by 
~ Diesel ren~rator set. 
The paver auDply of the ESSOR plant is ensured by two H.V. cables 
or 
(11.6 ::v~ connected to the substation o:: the 1aese2.rc:1 Center. Three 
tranaiorr.1ers ( ;:>lus one in stand-by) 11 .. 600/JuC V, 2 MVA, feed the three 
JCC ~, bus ba:;.as. 
EUR/C-IC/12'i/69 0, 
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Ventilation and auxiliary systems 
5.1. Besides the ventilation of the reactor containment, there are 
other ventilation systems independent from each other: 
- hot laboratories (ADECO and ATFI) 1 
- conventional buildings, 
- decay pool - H.B.R., 
- cooling, in a closed circuit, of rooms already ventilated 
by the general system: 
- upper reactor chamber, 
- lower reactor chamber, 
- organic loop caves, 
- data processing and control room, 
- synchronous motors room, 
- thermal shield. 
The ESSOR plant is provided with the following auxiliary systems 
- service water: 900 m3/h, 
- drinking water, 
- superheated water; 60 m3/h at 1J0°C, 




- steam see section J 
- vent lines and vocuur.1 
- non active used water and sewage 





The fire-fighting cyst0m ic co2~osed by a net of hydrants 
distributed everywhere in the reactor plant and by several 
spraying system.s,general and loc~l ( J organic loop caves, 
inner corridors of th~ reactor block, decay or stor~ge pits, 
washing station, cont~iner yecking station, entrance to the 
lower and upper reactor chaoberc), 








EXPERIMENTAL LOOP CAVES AND ROOMS 
1 •. Loo_P caveG 
1.1, Design paraoeters 
1.2. Piping 
2. ~xiliary control roo:.:s 
2.1, Storage station 
2.2. Vacuuu station 
2.J. Nitrocen station 









EXPEi1IMENTAL LOOP CAVES AND ROOMS 
1. Loop caveo 
1.1. Design_paraaeters 
Mater:.al 





Maxir.1Ui;, over,,.;eressure (burst-slug) 
----~-~~ ...... -
L 0 0 p Err ll. 2 EK J 




14:,5 m 14:, 5 m 14:,5 m 
Surface 57 2 57 m2 71 m2 m ..... ...._.___......._ 
Volume G26 m3 826 m3 1030 m3 
~--
Static uress. 1,2 :.;:g/cm 2 1,2 L:g/cm 2 1,2 kg/cm 2 
--~· -t ·- • 
Dim. concrete 2.00 X 0.70 2.00 X 0.70 2.50 X 2.00 
Hatches 1.00 X 1.00 1.00 X 1.00 3.50 X 2 .10 
The overpressure is lin:.ted by the burst-slug. 
- J/2 -
EK 4: 
14:, 5 m 
57 m2 
826 m3 
1,2 lro/cq2 ... ;. V ~~ 
2.00 X 1.70 
1.00 X 1.00 
The ad;:1issible overpressure for the concrete hatches is 1.2 kg/cm2 • 
(1! EK 1 is net canaideref in this chapter, This cave is 2l~~e~7 cccc~~3d 
by the Ck1T lC'.)l) c,:' t::1'3 c::;::::r::;:n3 prograr.1, 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 e. 
Service water 
EK 2, EK 3, EK 4 
MK 5 
Li_ght water 





EK 2 6015 3 m /h 
EIC 3 6015 m3/h 
EK 
'* 6015 
3 [1 /h 








2 3 and 6 kg/cm 
fresh air 
fresh air 
fresh air (maximui:1) 
fresh air 
Maximum load for tI1e steel bearings of the floors: 
Maximun load for the gratings 
Er.ch 
- 3/3 -
2 1000 kg/rn. 
2 500 kg/m. 
loop eave containB about 50 pipe ducts and is provided with croGs-
., 
ing ]j>(i)'in1ts for pipes o1: Ao -to 200 mm ¢. 
EUR/C-I3/127/69 e. 
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EK 3 2 clucta to the u:::r:::ier ehamber 
2 ducts to the lower~ chamber 
1 duct to the melting station 
5 duct::; to the loo::_:, cave MK 5 
2 ducts to the outer reactor corridor 
4 ducts to the inner reactor corridor 
1 duct to the reactor hall 
8 ducts to the other loop caves (EK 1 
-
MK 5) 
MK 5 1 duct to the upper chamber 
1 duct to the lou char,1ber 
1 duct to the melting station 
1 duct to the lower chamber (Burst slug detection) 
1 duct to the reactor hall 
1 duct to tl1e inner corridor 
1 duct to the outer corridor 
J ducts to the outer corridor 
5 ducts to the loop cave EK J 
2 ducts to t~1.e outer corridor 
2 duct::; to the loop cave EK J 
s ducts to the loop cavez E'r h J - EK 4 
EK 2 1 duct to the up~,er ci1ar,10er 
1 duct to tbe lower cha,.1oer 
1 duct to the outer cor::-idor 
1 duct to the inner corridor 
1 duct to the Otlt el~ cor:::-idor 
2 duct::: to the outer corridor (service pipes) 
1 duot to t!~G v~cUUh . line/to OU t-er corridor 
. 
8 ductr: to the 1009 cave EK 4 
~ 
8 ducts to t:1e outer corridor 
1 . ... o.uc l, to the EIC 4 
1 duct to the sar,:plina 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 e, 
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2. Auxiliary control rooms 
-
Control panel: 
lenoth 21JO 1:11.:1 
height 2200 r:;m 
depth 600 mm 
containing 
- the auxiliary panels, switches, motor-protection switches, and 
Qeasurccent, control and display units. These latter are situated 
in the upper part of the panel. 
- The flow-s!1eets, with push buttons for remote control, are arran]. 
ed below. 
2.2. Vacuum station 






- 2 consoler; 







containing the auxiliary e~uipment for meRsur~m-ent. and control, accass 
ible through a door on the le:ft"--:s-i.de·. 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 e. 








containing on the front side the flow sheet, and all controls, 
regulation and dis?lay units, accessible through a door on the 
left side. 
2.J. Nitrogen_station 







containing the auxiliary equipoent for control and measurement. 
The auxiliary control rooas of the experimental loops have the 
following dimensions: 
EK 2 ( 
EK J 
; 4:.50 8.70 5.80 \ breadth = ,1., length = m depth = a ... 
EK 4, ~ 
MK 5 breadth = 6,JO r..1 length = 10.00 t.1 depth = 5.80 f!! 
Two rows of eons-0les are placed in front of the control desk. 
Dicensions of the rirnt row: 
EI>;: 2 \ 
EK J 
( length = 5150 
I 




height= 1814 mm 
height = 1814: mm 
depth = 500 r.;m 
depth = 500 1:im 
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including a flow-sheet of the organic loop composed of remov-
able and interchangeable units (25 x 25 mm), allowing quick 
changen of the flow-aheet by insertion of new indicator and 
control units. 
The second row of consoles housing the electring and electronic 
equ!pmcnt for reaote control of valves, interlock aequences, 
and logic sequences. Most of the indicators are arranged on the 
flow-sheet. 
The alaro lights are grou9ed above the flow-sheet. 
The control switches of pumps, regulatinf valves and main oea-
surements are situated on the control panel. 
Two cable bundles go from each auxiliary control room to the 
loop caves: one for measurement and control (200 ca~le8) and 
one for power supply (200 cables). The auxiliary control room 
of BK 4: will not be uaed for the ooment. 
Nitrogen is SUJplied froa a central station. 
There are two di:::'fe:.~ent networks, one of J4: kg/cr:12 and the other 
OJ.·"' J 1,g/cr2 
.. ... -~' . 
Main flow of these networks is 20 No3/h. 
In the centraL N2 ~Station the industrial N2 is purified; with 
a max. flox of 20 Nrn3 /~1., the contents -of-~ and H20 should be 
~ 5 ppi;1. 
Steam .... _ .... ___
The ataticn ~rovides the steam for the heating systeu of the 
organic loop. 
It in cor::.~~osed of J Siller boilers with a capacity of 500 kg/h 
each, g2nerating heat at.B pressure.of 5 or 20 at@. 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 e. 
Vacuum 
The vacuum station concistn of two different sections: 
- Section for low activity gases, 
- J/8 -
suc~ed by two liquid-ring pumps, in series with two gas 
ejectoro. 
The first pump has a capacity of 100 Nn-i3/h. Should additional 
capacity be required, the second puLlp (cap. 200 NmJ/h) cuts 
in autoDatically. 
The gases go through activated-carbon adsorbers and a filter 
retaining all particles larger than O.J microns to the ex-
haust line. 
- Section for high activity gases. 
This section is situated in a shielded rooo. 
The puop unit is identical to that of the low activity section. 
A:fter leaving the adso:rbers, the gases go through a series of 
ten decay colur.ms filled with 2l.t:OO kg of activated carbon. In 
front of th9 absorption colur:ms are 8 decay tanks, for storage 
and evacuation of radioactive gases at a rate exceeding that 






R A T I N G 
Installe§ Power in Auxiliary control roocs 
s:: 2 s:: J r,n,;: 5 Storage Vacuui:.1 st. station 
VCLTL3E 




380 V 50 1-12 3 1 26j~ 58,2 63 'l:.c 102 ,8 23,8 63,6 ---- ---- ---- ----
380 V 5c Hz B2 113, l.:: 173 ---- ---- 333,7 550 ---- ---- ---- ----
, 380 V 50 Ez B3 18 37 ..... ·~ ~ JL. [._ 22,1 55,6 ---- ---- 54:,6 116,8 ...L...; , _...; 
- ' ~ 
220 V 50 ifa 3 1 5 23 5 23 5 23 '* 
18 ,2 5 23 
220 V 50 Ez 32 5 2J t.· 23 5 2J 
'* 
1e,2 ---- ----_, 
127 V = 4 31, 5 2,5 19,7 5 39,2 1 7,95 3 23,5 
lnstalied Power 4CEC-loop roocs (Pu~ps) 
380 V 50 Hz B1 171 33C 171 330 924 1680 ---- ---- ---- ----
J80 V 50 ~fa 3 3 16,5 39 15,5 39 45 93 ---- ---- ---- ----
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N2 -station 
81C~ EQ 1£.:: 
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J, Load-unload machines 
Driver-zone machine 
Experimental-3one maehine 










Intermediate storage station 
Decay pits 
Packing station 
Storage station for experimental channels 
Washing station 
Active material storarc 
Non-active material storage 
4,9, A,T,F,I. air-leek 
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S E C T I O N 
. 
HANDLINS OF REACTC2 CCMPCNEN7S 
1. Introduction 
Each type of irradiation device follows a well-defin~d way between its 
entry into the ESSOR buildings and its storage in the decay pools after 
irradiation (fig, 1). 
As a general rule, before its trans~er into tDe ~eactor building, each 
in-pile equipment is co~nissioned and can he stored in the workshop for 
assembly and control of non-irrediated co~;cnents (A.T.E.N.). This 
installation clearly represents the 11 r.1air. gate" of t!-1e 1·eactor. 
In the reactor building, t~8 in-pile e~uipccnt will be aanipulated with 
special handling machines, w:1ic:1 '.I::.~l cit~1e:..· t:~an:,ier ::.t into a pre-
paration station or will ~irectly load it into the reactor. 
The irradiated material is unloaced frow t~e r2actor hy ~:eans of the load-
unload machines, which will direct it towards one of the handling stations 
located in the reactor building. TeDporary storag8 and concitioning before 
transfer outside o: t~e reactor bui!ding are perforned in these stations. 
Fissile irradiated material will be trannfe~red in the decay ~ools and 
then eventually towar&s the fuel elenents hot laboratory (A.D.2,C.O.); 
irradiated structural ~aterial and irradiation devices without fissile 
material will be transferred directly into the structural m~terial hot 
laboratory (A.T.F.I.), 
The different steps of thin procedure arc described in detail. 
EUR/C/IS/127/69 e, 
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J •. l~CJ_rks~o,;2 __ for ~b!Y, c-.nd control __ ~~0A':.irr2:.diated reactor 
,conponcnts (A,T,8,N.) 
2 .1. Functions 
. -----~--· -
The A,T,E.N. has three main functions 
v.) final assembly of in-pile devices ( mechanical asscr.ibly 
and instrumentation), 
b) final checking before irradiation, 
c) eventual storage transfer into the reactor building. 
The A,T.E.N. is basically a large working hall connected with 
the reactor building by an air-tight transfer lock. In particular, 
the A,T,E,N. is equipped with three underground pits which allow 
to work at all irradiation device levels, and with two assemb!t 
benches that can be rGised in R vertical position, 
A 2 tons crane bridge handlea piec3a 9.05 m long. 
The reactor building transfer air-lock may receive pieces 9.88 m 
long, with a maximum diaueter of 250 mm and a maximum weight of 
500 kg, 
A complct~ly closed fuel element storage room is installed in the 
A,T,E.N. hall. 
The eqUiP!Uent installed in the A,T,E,N. allows to perform the final 
aasembly of all types of i~radiation dovices 1 including fuel ele-
ments in clean conditions. The device assembly is followed by a 
dimensional rontrol nnd eventually a helium leak-test. 
2,1±, Instrumentation 
·~· -~-~,------
The A.T.E.N. can in:tall and control thernocouplos, collectrons 
and, in general, all types of innt:~umentation, through lenk-tight 
passages on irradiation devices. Tha instrumentation installation 
can be accompanied by partial leak-tests, radiographic control and 
final helium leak-test. 
. I .• 
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J. Load-unload machines 
T,rn shielded nachines perfor:-,: the operations o-: loading and unloading the 
core, transfer of irradiated devices between the otorage and condition-
ing stations, and transfer of these devices outside the reactor bluild-
ing. One of these machines (driver ·-zone oachine, HZN) wor!:s mainly on 
the areas directly connected with the 09eration of t~e reactor (driver -
zone fuel elewents, control rods, etc •.. ), 
The other machine (HZ~) per~or~s the operations connected with the experi-
mental area (fuel eleoents, channels, exJeri~ental devices, etc ..• ). 
J.1. Driver_-zone machine (HZN) 
The driver -zone oac~ine has been designed to handle 9ieces inaersed 
in heavy wate:r. 
Its uain cor,i::_:>onents are : 
a) a lower carriaqe, cor.mon with the other machine, which trc.vcla on a 
East-West diaoRter of the reactor building , 
b) an upper_carringe, vhich travels perpendicularly tc the first. 
The handling flask itself io installed on tho up9er carriage. 
The lower carriare travels over an a~ea w~:cn includso the reactor 
itself, the handling stations (storage and conditioning) and the 
airlocks leading towards ~he outaide of the reactor building (A.T.E,N., 
decay-pool, A,T.F.I,). The Llain characteristics of t~e driver -
zone wachine arc given on table 1, 
The loading anG unloadin0 operations, and t~e irradiated fuel ele-
nents transfer are performed in A nit~ogen athlosp~ere, under 1 and 
~ ata respe~tively. 
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Pressurization of the mac~ine ic nor~ally insured by the 
nitrogen distribution net. -~ case o: nitrogen net failure, 
the L'.ec~1.::.ne io pressurized usii"s its own nitrogeL tanks. 
In cu:,e of failure of t:.1e electrical i10isting device, t:.1e 
hauling operc,tion ca:, autornatic2.lly proceed usin~ a pnem,::.tic 
motor. .Should tha hauling b·.:: interrupted without o.ny pos-
sibili t:,r to cor.1plete the o:perati_,::m, the heavy water circuits 
will t11en lift up the heavy uat2r level frou the channel 
into the flask, in order to flood the hot fuel. 
The failure: of tI1e ~itrogen cool:..r:.g system hc.s {a,J.so been 
foreseen. such a failure should occur after closure 
of tI1e valves of the ~.1aci1::..ne :oot, there will be an autor-.2.tic 
flooding of the irradie,ted ele::e.1t with the heavy water con-
tained in A. tank installed or. the flask itself. 
J.2. Experi~ental-sone oec~ine (HZE) 
-------------------------
The ~;cper:'c,ient al zone :c:o.cl,L,o ,·rc.s initially designed for the 
handling of orr,;anic loo~:> ch1::n,,el::i and fuel eler.1E:nts. 
The ;.:achine has been E:o{tfied to ,,11ow the handlinG of 
in-pi L'" con:,onents coo led oy ift,her cooling fluids ( water or 
gas). It is ~ossible to sw~tc~ :~o~ one ccoling fluid to 
another after washing, rinsing ".::.-:;. drying the .-.1c:.chine. 
T:1e ex9eriuent al-zone ;:iac:1i.ne is built under ti:1e same prin-
rie.ge c.,1d an upper ca:.~,:i1::ge .rh.::'_c,, }10J<ls llle 1,hi.elded flask 
and its :~oist:~r.£ cievice. 
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Tho i.;ain charact::ristics of the, aacnine 'Slnd its operational 
liuits in ti'1e present conditions e.re given on table 2. 
The noroel loa(ing and unloading operetions are Made in a 
nitrogen atoosphcre under 2 1 eta pressure; the nitrogen 
gas can be preheated before unloading .of fuel elements in 
order to o.void t;_;.er,:.al silock. 
Should the electric~! ~oist f~il, the hauling operution 
would autow:-.tically, he carried on by the compress,ed air_ c:..u:::.:.lia:"'y 
motor, In the event of c f~ilure of the corapressed air 
motor, it is possible to lower the irradiated device by 
gravity into t~e core. 
The transport of structural : .. c.ter::'..o.ls or- non-irradiuted 
fue 1 is ._~ade undGJ:"_ a ~::lressure o:: 
irre,diated fuei. elenents in ;<lade 
of the flask. 
1 eta. The transport of 
;rith a 4: ata :_;ressurization 
The pressurization of the flas~ is norLlnlly given by the 
general nitrogen distributio~ net. In case of failure of 
the ni trol:i'-'n net, t:.'le flas~ ccx1 be pressurized using its 
own ni troge:; tanks, 
In case t:-,2 coo ling or pressuri'.3ation could not be obtained, 
the irrac.iatetl fuel is c1xto:."2.t::_cally f loaded, using a reservoir 
installed on the mec~ine, The cooling liquid is then cir-
cul2ted through a pump and cooled by a s~ecial circuit. 
If the irra~i~ted fuel eleDent n~ould have suffered a cladeing 
rupt are, t:12 nj_ trogen used ±:or coo l::..n g would be passed on 




Handling stations (storei.ge and conc!.it::.onning in the reactor building) 
A block diagra;·:i of the general procedures for handling in-core 
experimental devices is given on figure 1. The location of the 
storage and conditioning stations installed in the reactor 
building is given on figure 2, 
4.1. Assembly-disassembly station 
----------------------------
The asset:bly-disassembly station is r,,e.de of a shielded cave 
equip:Jed wi t:1 a )it where the fol lo•:1ing general operations can 
be manually performed : 
- adjustment or change of the load-unload machine grabs 
- maintenance or adju::;tment oper::-:tions on the tools nanipul2.ted 
by the he.ndling uaci1ines 
- change of cooling s~rnlls inside the flask of the experimental 
zone ne,chine, following the type of fuel eler:1ent to be 
handled 
- partial disassembly of the non-active upper part of experi~ental 
channels 
- final as.oembly, checl~ ,'.me. control of non-irradic,ted experi-
mental devices, before their introduction in pile 
- installation of s:::,ecie..l heado on--irradiated equip;.1ents to 
be transferred to the ATFI. 
The present limit characteristics of the irradiated devices 
that could be handled in this stc,tior~ are given on table J. 
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The intermediate storage station has been initially designed 
to receive irradiated orgn:1:.c cooled fuel eler_;ents and to let 
them decay in ;,;eth.y ln~pht 2.le::e, until their residual power 
will allow their transfer to t~-:,.e riecc.y-pool and to the hot labo-
ratories Li leak--';ight containers. 
The station is oade of 16 verticel c~rbon-steel pits installed 
in a shielded c~ve. 
The pi ts arc filled ·with ::ee-:::-,:rln2.1Jht ?.lene, under nitrogen cover. 
The methylnaphtalene can be :_Jre:~eatGd up to 200 °C to avoid 
therwal shock on the fuel ele~enta during their loading. The 
residual pouer o .Z the irradiated f':.:e 1 is evacuated through 
the methylne,p~1t alene by a seconc,.ery water circuit• 
The gaseous . ..f:Lss.iou._pro-duet.s eventually produced by the fue 1 
are evacuated throug~ t~e co~~cn vent circuit. 
The present cheracteristicn of the st~tion are given on table 4, 
together with the l.:.mi.t charncteristics of t.he existing pits. 
The station is made of 5 vertienl carbon steel pits installed 
in a shielded cave. 
The station was initially designed to be used as a decay storage 
for organic coo led experimental c:-i~-i.:,e ls. containing an irradia-
ted jammed fuel e.lement. 
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This utilisation will be eJ:tenc~2d : sor,1e decay pits will be 
transforr.1ed in order to te:,,porarily store fuel ele,;,ents whose 
geometry is incomp~tible with th2 intermediate storage station 
(see parag. ~,.2.). 
In their final situation, uhicI1 is fores.6en to be operational 
in 1969, ti1e decay ~~its will be used as follows : 
- three cs-.rbon st0el pits, filled with methylnaphtalene 
covered ~rit~1 nitrogen, cooled by e. water jacket, ~Jill be 
r,1c.inly used for organic loops : :.,torage of chnnnels with 
jc.nued fi.:el ele:.:ent or storare of fuel eler.1ents inconpatible 
ttith the intermedic.te storage station; 
- two stc:-..inless ste2l :_::its w'-::::.c~'l could be filled with methyl-
nap:1tc.lene or de.ninere:.lized '.rater, 2.lso cooled by n water 
jacket, ~ril 1 be used :::'or non-orge.nic loops : storage of 
channels wita jar.ced fuel ele:.,:;:,t or storage of fuel ele1:1ents 
inconpatible ·.•ith t:-:.,::: int2r;.1edic'.te storage st2.tion. 
The aaseous fission products aventunlly produced by the fuel 
are evncuected through t~1e co,::;_on ,. vent system. 
The characteristics of the statio~ are given on table 5, together 
lilith tl1e linit -cl1;u:~acte.r:Lstics of t:1c pits. -
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~.4. Packing station 
-------.. -------
The packing !:lte.tion he.s two main functions : 
- cuttinQ of the auspension rod of irradic.ted fuel ele~ents 
in order to reduce t:10 length to be transferred into the 
decc.y pools; 
- ·lowering of irradiated :fu2I eler;,ents into their leak-tight 
container which provide::; 2. bot-':c.:,:- cooling during the transfer 
operations outside of the rec.ctor building and avoids 
direct contact of tha f~ol elcoent wit~ the deminernlized 
water of the ~ecey pools. 
The station is made of a l2rgG lc2k-tight tank installed in a 
snielded cc1ve. The sup2;)or·:: ctruc-ture for the storage container 
and the container closing device nre a.11 installed in tbe tank. 
The control of the various opGrations is re,~10tely performed 
fro;., a shielded control rom:i, w~~Li ti-1e help of a television 
closed circuit. 
The storage containers are dAeigned following the type cf· fuel 
to be handled. They can be filled either with uethylnaphtalene 
or ,dth deraineralized water. 
The experirn~ntal-zone load-unload ,.1achine transports the storage 
containers fro.a the packing st .'.'.tio:'1 into the decay-pools, where 
they will be stored before m1.loc,c:ing of the fuel in the hot 
laboratory (see perag. 5). 
The characteristics of tbi.: Bt.:1-::-::on and o:f the storage containers 
are given on table 6. 
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4.5. Experimentel ehecnels atorage station 
------~-----~-------~-~-~-~-----"-----
A shielded eave equipped wit:--, ~,u sheaths is used for the decay 
storage of irraC:i~tGd e:~::Jerir.ionto.l channels before their 
shipment to the hot l~bor2tory ~TFI. 
The cc.sings are int2rci1nl1.geable a,'2.:', are designed following 
the type of device L1ey will raceive. 
The st at ion CEm e.ccept e<'.'.u.:.pr;ients ~;-, m long with a 200 mn 
diameter. 
'.lashing .nt 1'.'.tion 
---------------
\lashing nnd deccnte.;_iinc:tion of .structural pieces which were 
flooded by an orga,1:.'..c fluid .. ::'_ncluding the inside of the 
ex:)eriuental-zone load-unloc.d :-_:ac:1ine • are performed in the 
we.shing st c\tion. 
The pieces are flooded or sinl,ed in a waru methylnaphtalene 
be.th. After being washed, the Jieces are dried by a hot 
nitrogen circulation. 
The used ~ethylnaphtalene is purified in a distillation column. 




~.7. Active equip~ent storage 
------------~-----------
A station nade of 63 sheaths o~ dicfferent sizes, installed in 
a shielded cave, is used fer the tec1;Jorary storage of active 
structural coDponents (control rods 1 plugs, levelrneters, etc ••• ). 
4.0. Non-active equipwent atorege 
----------------------------
This statioi' is es:::cntially usec": for the storage of cont.:i:· .. inated 
:.~ndling tools. It has 4Z storage positions. 
-------------
The ATFI air-lock eonneets the eont.:i.innent building with the 
structural naterials hot labore.tory J.TFI. The tightness of 
the cont::-i.nr.~ent building is :.,aintc.ined during the lowering of 
irradiated equipr,,ent fro,.: t;:10 load-unload uachines into the 
hot Ls-.borntory. 
The !Lui t eha.rccte;."i::;ticc o:f ti1c eccvicer- that oould be transfer-
redt are : 
length ~.65 n 
di ar.1e t er 243 nn 
weight J t 
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4,10. Jeeay pool cir-lock 
---... ------------·-- --
This air-loek connects the co~tain,.ient building with the 
decay pools and is t,ainly designed for the trans.fer of irra-
~ictcd fuel ele~ents. 
The tightness of the containuent building is maintained when 
such e. transfer is perfor:~1ed by one of the load-unload r:,achines, 
The lir,,it characteristics of the equipnents that could be 




54 Decay pools 
,.[; J mr,1 
3 t 
The d.ec?cy pools, locnted outside t:10 containi:1ent building, esta-
blish a cor:nectio::, beb·rec,: Lie eontci.:.CtJent building itself and 
t11e hot laboratory for irradiated fuel eler.1ents(AD:lCO) • Their nnin 
purpose is the irradinted fuel ele,.1ents storage in deuineralized 
,1at er• 
It io presently foreseen to perform underwater operations, like 
visual exa,,.ination, non-dentructive te.sting, conditioning of ir-
radi.:.ted fuel ele;.,ents., before tb.ey ·,rill be transf.erred into the 
hot cells or loaded into c-i. .s:1ielded container., 
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The feeding zone fue 1 e leoents, fe,r a:;:.ru.,1p le, are stored to decay 
far three uonths, before they csn be loaded into the shielding 
container th2.t ·:rill brinJ t:.10:.1 to t~1e reprocessing plent. In 
the mec.nwhile, their end fittings will be cut underwater. The 
experir.1ental fuel eler.:ents ca~1 be stored underwater in leak-tight 
containers. If t,1ey were stored 0.i.rcct ly i,:1 cont act with the 
water of the pool, they could eventually be exaLlined or oanipu-
latcd underwater. 
Some water is per:::.anently rG1110ved fro .. , the pools and circulated thrcui:):. 
a r,urif:i..cction plant which includes t,w heat-exchangers, 
in order to ,,.aint nin the water te~.:9er2.ture at a con st ant leve 1. 





~~:.tAC'l'~J.I::iTICS OF THE DRIVER -ZONE LOAD-UNLOAD MACHINE 
--==---=---==-=-===-=-=========~=============== 
Nucber of devices handled oinultaneously 
Total weight of the cachine 
Shielding - oaterial 
- thic7.:ness 
- ~ax, height of the active 
part of the fuel element 
Max. ~oisting force 
Ifo i sting height 
Max. di8ensions of the devices that 
could be handled in the flask 
- ~1ei ght 
- external dia~etcr 
Hoistins s::::-eed 
? • • ... 
- .. 11g~1 speea 
Max. residual powe~ evacuated by the 
flask ccoling system 
DeGign Operational 
= c::racteristics =i,=== limits===-· 
1 -
7':l, 5 t 
Lead+ steel 




5 ,7 J El 
14:o m 
0 .96 r.1/rdn 
24: 1:1/nin 
10, J KW 
3100 1;11::: 
Cooling fluid N2 
Service pressure '* ata 
Max. service te,:,perature 180 °C 
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS O? T:-;2 2;~PERIMENTAL-ZONE LOAD-UNLOAD NACHIIIE 
~----~---...-. .._........~~....__.. ............... -.. ............... ...- ......................... .. 
_ .... ____ . 
! 
/ 1 Design Operational ~;.on.::1.rks 
' 
Characteristics Limits ! I 
. . ( *) 
r======-==-===--==-=-===========================================================~, 
I
, - Nunber of devices handled ; I : 
simultaneously 1 1 j 
I i 1 
l' - Total weight of the machine' 173 t ! 
thickness i 29:j + 25 nm 
I I 
I I
I Shielding - r.1ateri al i Lo o.d + stee 1 
- Max. hoisting force 2 t Could be rai-
1
/ 
ncd .Jz.o 3 t 
in :J~XJCic.l 
Hoisting height 
- Max. dimensions of the 
devices that could be 
handled in the flask 
height 
- external diamet0r 
- height of the ae-
tive part of the 
fuel element 
- diameter of the ad 
tive part of the 
fuel clenent 
- Hoisting speed : 
- low speed 





Max. residual power evacun~ 
ted by the flask cooling 
system 
- Cooling fluid 
- Service pressurG 
Max. service tcnperaturc 
- N2 flow 







12 m /t:1in 
9.8 KW 
180°c 









D20 to 2 _ ........ ,.._....... ___________________ ~ 
c:)c::-c.tin; I 
e::mcliticms 
(*) The operational limits given ~re relative to the machine in its present 
state ; it is clc2.r that these characteristics .eould be stretched by 
modifying certain equipnentn ( hoisting speed, cooling blowers, hc['.t 





"'-ft • t ... 
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS CF TES ASSEMBLY-DISASSEMBLY STATION 
·-. t 
I Present Characteristics 
' ! c::aracte::·istics obtainable 
I 
n~anth ~edification l. after internal 
Max. active lengt~ to be ~ani-
pulated ~its longt~) 6.57 m 8,2.J m 
Max. total lengt~ to be cani9u-
lated (pits+ cave ~eig~t up to 
- Max. diaraete~ to be Llani?ulate~ 
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Max. stora~le neight 
Max. sto~able dia~et~~ of the 
active ~art of a ~uel 
Max. sto~ablc 1 !acetcr cf the 
suspension plug cf~ fue! ele~ent 
5847 
9c, • 4: m,,: 
136 "'-'If"'"' 
PrL:1ary ccoli..g flu::.ti p.:etl1y:'..:,a::_J21.t2.le:1e 
Preheating ma::. ·L...impe:~ature 
Service presL~re at loading ti~e 
Operation se::v:.ce pre.ss•·::ce 







; ~ 12 102.ced ;?its) 
l fax. re,cov abl c residual '" we,· I 118 . KW 
. l ----
6794 rn 6794 [.1 
90.4 mm 110 r.-1.~:~ 
156 mm 156 :~:rs~: 
Methylnaphtalene l<ethy lne.~fr. tal e:.-1 e 
200 oc 20C oc 
4 ata 
'* ata 




Not yet determined 
( *) The licits given a~e relative to the .. installations in their present state; these c~aract2ristics 








l1iAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DECAY PITS 
Max. storable height 
.Max. storable diai~:eter 
II II II 
Primary cooling fluid 
Pits n° 1 and 2 





Service pressure at loadin£-time 
Operating service pressure 
Primary fluid service teMperature 
Removable reaidual power 
(*) aee table 4: 
(1) Pit length 
Design 









6,5 KW per pit 
-'*/19-
Limit ( *) 
11.50 m ( 1) 
240 nm (2) 
164 mm ( 3) 
(H O o:-
( }'{ethy lrrn:phtalene 
Met:-q J_11nrI1,: uJ.2112 
In course of study 
for pits n° 1 and 2 
L1: ata 
4 ata 
nr..t yet fixed 
not yet fixed 
J 
(2) Diaoeter to be handled with the load-unload machine 
(J) Pit internal diameter 
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MAIN CHARACT~RISTICS OF THE PACKING STATION 
-· . --- .. ·-· ·-1 ----De._s_1_· g_n _______ L_i_m;t· • . (.:)· •• · 1 
5 
tor age :o~t-=:c~-:--~-~-~ ... i·~-C-h_a_r_a_c-t_e_r_i_s_t_1_· _c_s._l _c_h_a_r_a_ct er i stico ~ 
• . - --~-·-~.~-- I 
Max, height available in the 
container 
Max, di arneter avai lo.ble in th-2 
container 
Filling fluid 










i 110 1;1;-.1 
I ( new cont niner) l 
I 
' I idc:;1 




Max. diameter to be cut 
(diarncte~ 20 x 27 mm 
I 
I 




MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DECAY POOLS 
- . . . 
Number of pools 
Volume of the pools 
no 1 (containment building transfer air-loek) 
no 2 (storage) 
no J (storape. m~~ipulations, ADECO trans-
fer air-1 ock 
Water depth 
Max. temperature of the water 
Average resistivity of the demine~ali~ed water 
Storage capacity 
pool n° 2 
pool n° J 
Handling 
experimental fuel elements 
feeding ~one fuel elc~ents 
feeding zone fuel elecento 
1 pool carriage, c~pacity 
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A~senbly-dis. assembly r I ) 
station ......_ -;;J 
(p,,r.4.1.) ......_ / 
H 

























decay pi tsr 11 I ! 
~~~~~ H~ndling oroc~dtire for experimental fuel element 
-~~~~-)~ H~ndling proce~urn for eYperimcntal channel or fuel irradiAtion device 
ti Transport mRdP by th~ load-unload machines {par. J) 
I('. 
>. ,,- • 
-· I,.. U O It 
G.' 0 c.. 












2 _ Intermediate storage of orgel fuel elementts 
3 - Packing station 
4 _ Filling station for orgel fuel-element containers 
5 _ Washing station 
6 _ Control room for stations 2and3 
7 _ Water-lock to dczc.ay pool 
8 _ Air -lock for nonirradiated parts 
9_ Oesactivation pitstor orgel channels with 
jammed fuel C?lements 
10_ Storage pit for irradiated reactor 
internals and nonirradiated parts 
15 
7 
.,. .-D I I I I 
L--.J 
6 
11_ Storage pit for pressure tubes 
12_ 0ismantling station for orgel channels 
13_ Air-lock to hot. laboratory for pressure 
14_ Hot laboratory for pressure tubes 
15_ l)zc.ay pool' 
16 _ Workshop for nonirradiated parts 
/FIG. 2 / page l./2 3 
Arrangement of handling 
stat ions 
tub<ls 
17_Water-lockto hot laboratory tor orgel fuczl elements 
18_ Hot laboratory tor orgel · fuel elements 


















2.. A.D.E.!...C~~- (!tclier de £2r.12.ntel0:..~ent des Elements f.Q.rnbustibles) 
2.1. .M.tdn disnnntling coll 
2.1.1. Equip~ent 
2.2. ~oste tiisposal coll 
2.2.1. Equipraent 
2.3. Neutrogropny cell 
2. 4. ;.:ip ::ere cellD 
2.4.1. Cell 4305 
2.l.1:.2. Cell 4306 





A.T.F.I. des Tubes de Force frradies) 
J.1. Obsorv~tio~ cell 
J.~. Sectionning call 
J.J. Testing cell 
3. J. ::. • Ec:ui:_)t.ient 
4. 1. Conteiner for waste 
Container for fuel rods 
4.J. Container of the L.M,A. 
5.1. J •• D.E:.C.u. 
5.1.1. Glycol-test 
5.1.2. Neutrogr2.phy 
5. 1. J. Letro logy 
5.1.4. Spectral ntudy of fisoion products 
5.2. J-•• T.F.l. 
5.2.1. Hot burst rig 
5.2.2. i;etrology of prensure tube sections 
5.2.3. Creep tect on saMples 
De cont 2.uin otion 
,Jnste disl)osal 
G. Storage in. the deccy......Jl)O~ 
-1 
.... Introduction _.... . ......._ _____ ....._ ___ ....,,,.. ___ ..... 
' ,,.,. 'CCT Lf.JORATOHED·1 
i I 
l_ __ ,._ -~--· - • -· -~ --- • • -·--· • - • • - ·- • ~ __J 
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The hot labcratories enabla to treat ell irradiated components 
before they leave the reactcr plant. 
There arc two separate lc'cbo:c -?.tori ::;c 
- -~-D.E.c.o._ ( At0lier de .D.f~unnteler.1cnt des Element:! combustibles) 
for high activity fu2l cle~ontc 
/~~T~~·-I..:. ( Atelier des Tubc:s c.e :"c:·ee Irradics) for structural 
eomponcntn. 
The components discharacd fro~ the reactor core follow two different 
handling cycle::; ( one :'.'or :.'.'u2l -2lc:1cnto, and the other for structL'.-
ral componenta), are introduced in storage cells, and after some tice 
transportcc: to t:,e labcrntory :fo:: c~im:rnntling, examination and te:::i-~:.nG• 
Once the trcatnont is coneludecl they can leave the reactor preminen. 
The two laboratories are c~i anctrical ly opposed with respe~t to the 
con~ nnd are located outsitl.::i t~,G r-en..-tor cont..ainment ( see fig. 1 c:f' 
section 4). 
. I . . 
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2. t.p~p.c.o. (Atelier 0C f!_eoantelement des Elements .£.Qmbustibles) 
The lnbor:::-.tory takco tb.2 whole wost i"Ting of the pl.:mt, with n row 
of cix cc1lls .in tl1"" ':iJ.dle. T~e cell row counts : 
- n wnste disposnl cell 
- three spnre cell~. 
The shielding has been conceived for a reference experioentnl 
fuel ele,,e,1t 1 ".fL:;:..~ .:::; i.,o:ct:,c ccc.~·.y =-~: t;::ie decny po0l ( Activity 
100.ooc cu, 1 LeV) Li :'.BY p0:::.r:t o:: ·c~:.C cells nna c::t a diotance 
of :i.,'.)O u in :front of the opor~tcr.the following reference dc1.tas 
h2.vc been assu;.:ed : O~~),_S for/h o;·_ t2.c, ·J.2lls ~nu lo·,-rer p:::.rt of the 
main cell, 2.5 ur/h on tr.2 L.~Jp~:r ~J 0 .rt o-:'. the uain cell. These 
rntes n.re 1C ti,.;e.s lower t1.1C'_,, u.,rn:-.l to ,dlow introduction of fuel 
elements wit:1 <' .s:·,ortor o.ccc.y ::· ;:.--::.ad. 
All passsges he.vc beer.. dcnir0 c12c~ :.E orc~er to reu:c-in .-1itI1in these 
V'\lucs (.::;ee sectio;, of the r,.::0.n haL_). 
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The r.rnin c:isrE,1tlin<; cell io -. s·~=~1:.lded le2.k-proof h:,11 
unc1er con st c:.nt u;1C: :::rpre::::snrec o:" 2C ra1i1/l-l20, with inner stee 1 
pL'.1ting cov2red with c, deccont c:.,,in:-.tion paint coating. The 
steel tc.;1k ho.::i b2cc, s-2t up b_:.:ore t:w concreto walls D.nd is 
provided with sevcr:i.l opcn::..r..gs, rnils for the 2 tons crnne 
and heavy duty i;12ni~.,ul ::.'.:o::'.' ,_:_.,-;_, __ .::. JOC, :Ui1:,cnsions : 
length 1C. 40 
width 3. :::c n1 
!eight 'l • 1V L1 
n) Vision into the cells ia aff~rdcd by J shielded 
w:..ndovs G~signed on tl--.0 :_)r:'_:1ciple of uaelayed sealing" 
'.'.i,d e.,::::ur::.!lc c:. protcct=·cc-G ecuiv2.lcnt to that of the 
'J::-.lls, ue1dc of 4: L"ad slc.as Pl'l.nes with oil joints. 
b) T•ro L:c:i:::ter-sl_2vo 0 .11~i..pul:-.tors CJ.L, extended rec.ch, 
r2.:'_nforced, c.nc~ onG hc_rv_y-c~ut_y: t:1cmipulc.1tor ::;,,;RI 2. J(.:C, 
double ~~ticulntion, ~elc3cope hoist, lifting up to 
JOC kg i:i n.ny ::>0::;i.t:Lo;:-, 2.,1c. resting 011 a trolley 
tr~val:in~ ~long t~~ csll ceiling. 
c) J-. 2 tons tr2,vcll:Ln9 cr2.i·,0 1 ~!~,.::..ch cnn be eve.cuc.ted from 
t112 ::·'liP cell, i.1 ca::;2 ·o:t; nccident, a jib crane 
wit;, :-. )L,C kc ~rtr.c:, :'..';x: t~·12 introductio: in the 
BUR/C-IS/127/69 c 
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d) The mc:.in eel::_ is acce:::oible from : 
- t!1;.;; decc.y pool, fo~- fuel elerc;ents, with lengths 
up to 5.2G ~, ~ie2etor ~OG ~, 
e si:-delded door, ·"rit~:, cou~:.ling devi~ for tht~ sholl of 
the loftd contc-..::~:aer o:.:: ti:~s 11.J...L., fuel eleDents 
- the rear door~ dcaigned to receive the shielded 
a tobbogc.n ior a~ell size coraponents 
- c1.n air loek for bis size cor.J:pontintl (up to 6 rn 
length) 1.ritI1 a Ge~ :.1·., :::,:._:;e~1ing; t~.e operations can 
be executed unc.i-::.- o<. protection, 
two 09en=·~ngz lee.din; to ti1e We.Ste disposal cell, 
dia;:1eter J-'.:5 uu .:i.nc, .~'.2G rn, 
- shielded JJlugs givin£; c.cces:::, to tlle front and 
rear ~reas (diameter 130 mm), 
- an up:!_)er a·,iolding bloc:~ (2. r., x 1.40) with a staunch 
pl~te end circular open~ng for the extraction of the 
trRvellin: crane end heavy-duty wnnipul0tor. 
Shielded containers i .. r:,y be intro<lucedinto the cell 
'ttlrot:gh the same opening. 
e) Bc;.uipment c.nd working tool::; : 
EUR/C-IS/1~7/69 e 
- c>. pluo extract:'..c:, device ::or the pnck:::-.ging containerG 
introduced fro:. t~a cir lock of the decay poo~ 
clo::iins t~G pacc~ge ,ilien not ~u operation 
- eight storns"' ~):.ts of cteinless steel with alu-
:.:::..nivD. ::rnsp,ms:Lo;, c.i::~, biological shielding plug. 
Each ~it is co2led by the water of the decay pool, 
or by 2ir circul~tion t~rough t~e suspension 
(r: •. :-.xi1:-,ur.1 flux J(,1._.. r.:3/;_, eo.ch) 
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- a cut~in,g devi•e for diameters of JOO mm2 stainless 
steel, maximum blade ~P.ning JO ~m (for the upper 
extension of the fuel clenents~ 
a washing pit for fuel elements with rl1~eharge of 
the liquid to the active waste system 
- an observation pit, in :front of a shielded window, 
for direct observation, or inspection by spyglass 
or periscope. It is possible to displace the 
fuel element in front of the spyglass or periscope 
and stop it to take a photograph 
- a dismantling rig for three separate operations 
- longitudinal milling 
- transversal cutting 
- extremity milling 
- a revolving spin4le on the ~late of tne neutrogr1!1.phy 
cell, designed to turn the fuel element for the 
neutrography, as it hangs on the jib crane of the 
main cell 
- a set of self-acting grapples for the handling 
of conponents in the cell 
- a lighting system composed of 10 security iode 
lamps with double envelops, 500 Watt each 
- a power supply network (48, 127, 220 and 380 Volts 
alternating current) which can easily carry supple-
mentary tools or devices 
- a communieation system with the inside of the cell 
- a leak tight CLAY& peris~ope, magnifying power 
from 1,5 to 24 times and camera attachQent 
- Q control panel placed under eti.eh window f~r r~mote 








2. 2.1. Sci.uipnent. 
---------
.3 J 2 r.: 
3, 7 r.: 
Visior. into t~1e cell in a:::orded by two windows siuilc.r 
tc t~ose of t~e ~~~~ cell 
b) ;,,;-,ch u_'.ndow of L1e cell is equiped with two uanipulators 
M.S.-C.R. L, (see 1:Ji:. cell 2.1.1. a). A 1 ton crane 
tr:1ns:_:orts t::e co,:;~)oneatc ~rit:,in the cell. The com-
poneilts ere usuclly prea0~tad in front of the first 
·.rindo·:T by L1c ere.Ile o:' the ;aain cell, through ::m 
o:_--,ening ii, tl10 cell flocr, c'.Bd then carried to the 
ev ,.cu2.t:_o:, st ::-,t:'_on or to t~:8 trnnsport cont ,:,iner 
(through the coiling ;l2te). 
c) The cell ic ccceca:..ble t~roagh 
o. s: ielded door, n:..,._::..lc.:..· to thnt of the ;min cell, 
c.llr,-.,.;~to intrc>c~uceuef,.,.,.:.,· c.ootc1.iners fron 200 1m.1 
a passage to -t:.1"' ;:-,ere cell 4J05, diar.1etor 250 rm.: 
- several shicl~ing Jlugs 
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d) The cell h2s furt~ercore 
- o. ligDtinc nystor.: uiL, 'l qnartz-h:i.logen lnq:i::i oi 500 ~1E>.tt 
- t·.,,o r&cko, on;:; witi, bro :~;lnces under the uain cell, 
e.nc1 tiH_; oth0r '.'fi.t~: £0 ... '.r :;:l,.ces under the coiling 
pl~ta, for deponit~nc 
befor8 ev~cu~tion 
rods WB£te c~na, utc •• 
,, f'.>'·r..::r sup~ _ ,ly sycte: .. ·: (c:'. :::.lc'.r to th,,,t of the uain coll) 
C. CO!L Ua,:.Cr:tion sy::;toi".lo 
2.3. rl,autrogrnphy coll 
-----------------
The ce 11 is loc2.t0d unrier Fle 1,c.-.L ci=.m1 nnt lj_nr::J cc 11 n.nd colll-
spindle (see ,,, 0:i,1 cell). '.i:l'w ;1 ::utroornphy cc 11 is provided 
cocpnrc.ble to t:J_,-_t of' -;;:--:.,: o·;:;IH.::c ci.:-:. cells. 
Di~.:c1~0iona : __________ ...-:-,._, .... -..... 
width ?,6 tl 
J ,, 
t"" m 
.3 ' " i":l I 
Cr. th0 front side o1 the cell ::.c C::oor of cas·t iron, thickness 
500 WL:o J..t ;)resent t'.:;e: c.:.;ll is bo::_ng nrran_ged in order to 
receive n neutron acceler~tor + 1 ~ Jic·:.:~1 c. total flux of - 10 .. fnzt 
neutrons ( fo.:.:- u.;;ut rogr2.~'.}:1y c'.:J 1:::.c::,·;,;:~ons the L10rrn~l flux on 
tho fuol ()lG,~c,nt si1oul(J 1w10,_,nt to :c5 - 106 n/c,.i2). 
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2. lt. ~pnre eells __ ..,,. _______ _ 
After the waste dicpoual cell t~~ro is a row of spare eells, 
The eell ia provided ~dth 
one ope.ration unit c.nd. :J '.'l.S a c".ges for conver. tion c. l 
er;:uipment (windown, r.12.ni;.:ul::-.torut ecilir.g plate, plugs etc ••• ). 
A rectangular well ( 1, 10/2 7 ::.c r,1) on t!-ie floor offers space 
for a m~c~ine vhic~ h~s to be pleces on a relatively low 
level. 
? •• 4. 2.. Cc 11 4)06 
Dinennions : J t 2C x7, 1Cx3, 5c ,.1. P:~ovided wi t'.1 two windows 
and pn.nn.::.geD as ti,c proced:.r::; c:.;:H.i two ree.ctangular openings 
for eo:;:muni.c.ation ~th tho bo..Der,;ent. 
;:; .• 4. >• Ce 11 4J07 
Dir.1ensions : 3, 20:xJ, 15 tJ, 60. Snme equipment as t:1e eel 1 
4305. The three spare cc l ls ~.re:: communicating with each 
other en~~ ·rith the ue.ate cli..s;_)osal coll by means of a circulc.r 
opening of 250 m;,1 dirun.eter. 
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J. .£!.:T.F.I. ~_!tcli~r des .lubes rie Foree .:=.,rradies) 
Consiat of a great a~ielcied eel:, ~dt~ three seetions 
- observat::;.on cell and nir lock giving access to the reactor 
contninment 
height 11,5 m 
lencth J,26 i,1 
width li:, &6 m 
- acctioruing cell for pr0:.rnure tu.boo 
height :i.:;.' 5 r.1 
length J,6 m 
width 4,?6 .I.,.~ 
This c1::ll iz; S8!H'.reted froi'..J th.c obo;:;rvr.tion cell by .LJ. concrete 
,-,~11 (thiclme.s:::; :!: "i-;,.~ c;-·) tnldnr J/'i of the Hidth 11nd 4:/5 of the 
helnht ,;.nrl lco.v.:..~1g free .;:;9:c:;.cc ::'.J:~ ru access corridor. 






This ce 11 is se~:arut~ci fro,, the .cectionnin.g cell by a concrete 
wall 
- ti10 ,1holc of the t:1rc.o ccll.s he.::: ['.:"". 11 L" sh.:1pc 11ud thi;: cc,ncrcte 
unlls (<iensity ~~J g/cu2 )hnve/ r. rJtc-.~1d?crd tnickness of 1 1 10 m. 
· .. 
Tho do sis oi1. t,::c outer surf:-.cu o:Z' t::-:.;:. ·,;all :f.or a source of 
7000 Cu, 1 i\eV in lower thcr. 0 1 5 mr/~;. 
- '~i1c ;·rnlls ",re coverec, o,:-:. ';>ct::. a::..des with n deconta.,,:ination 
p:-,int coat:!.ng 
- The cell bloc!,;. is le,~.1:-t:'.g'-:t and ::;-.1/x::~tted to fl. dyn.a,.,ic 
und0rprc,.sourc of i, 5 g/~::,2. 
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3.1. Cbscrv~tion ·cell 
----------~------
10 1,red iJy .·.eo.ns of t1I0 TV c:~i.i2l.",",:J : ,)ne oc th,:; trolley of Urn 
c:r .. :.10, · ... .1.1.1....-. tr0.velling cr<'.tlle of the 
J .1. 1. Eql~ipr:.ent 
':.'2levisio:: c2.::eras C.'.:'/~', .rit; .. :J".Tlnging eye, attached 
lightL1g systeu a11.~: -:.utc.:::.-t::'..c foc"'1sing o.evice. The crn,,er<'. 
is com~ectcd to n ~:ic.~rer cc'.::>lc r0lleu on a .• rlllft ,and can 
tr eve 1 o;:-: n lengt.;1 oi o u. 
The lig(iting syste1; con::::.sts o:f 6 Iodine lai;1ps. 
The observntion cell is accaosible through: 
- the air lock for irradic.t ed pressure tubes 
- e. double eei ling ~, L:.te L,r both s.ectionning and ob::,er-
v a.ti on cc l ls 
- the corridor frou t~, sectionning cell to the observa-
tion cell 
The cell disposed of tl:e 2 tons crane <'.nd heavy-duty ucni-
pul "tor in co~~on ~dt~ the other cells. 
There are two passages for a CLAVE periscope. 
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J,2. Sectionning cell 
---·------------
,·The cell has one uor:::x,Q po:::iitj_o:~ uith one window on the 
lower side identic~l to those of the ADECO laboratory and 
two H. S. - C.R. L. ::ianipulators extended reach 
It is under const2nt underprescure of - 1,5 g/cm2 • 
The eel 1 has 
~ cutting m~chine for ~iecus of 1 urn (aluQiniura) to 
8 u, .. ( thicknes;::: ot ainleGG steGl) antl diaueters between 
65 (inner) and 2c: (outer) 
- 2. ~,\ to,,s crane co~ .on to the t~ree cells 
(~oi=ting height 9,7 m) 
- p'."..ss0.ge for the 11 CL£.Vi~" :':)eriscope 
- n cnat iron renr door l x ~,:om 
- n double ceil:i .. ng ~Jl"l.te 4 " 2 m 
- n re:c-,r corridor te..king ti1.e u:.10le heigth of tne cell. 
J.J. Testing_cell 
The tenting cell is eq_uiped with thr2e working points with 
ns in l\.D.E.C.O,) rec.c~:ing a:1.y 9::,::..n·t of the cell. 
The cell is under contant under,re.csurc of - 15 1:1u/H20• 
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- One heavy-duty J.LCJ..':..';~L u?.~:i}::.li::tor for the three cells 
tr:'.'.vclling on ::. rr.:::..l Cclong t>.e ;,;ni.n axe, in comuon with 
the ?, ton::; crnne (hoj_::;ting po~rer 150 kg uit:1 t:w arms 
in v,~rtico.l positis,·, r,nci iCC l:g in o.ny other position), 
'.'.11 /'\d,:itionr.l block ~rit:.. ,. 'lo:·_::;ting power of 500 kg 
and e trnvelling lengt~ o~ :~ ~. 
~ tightness tent rig :::·or -::~w oxa1.G .. nc.t1on of connecting 
points of irradi,~ted pressl.,r8 tubes, with a rJaxi;·,rnm 
+ length of - :, • 1.4C i., r,nd dic:.::.etGr of 92 to 12,(. litl;J 
( 92 to 99 r.1rn 2.ric; i :i.(, to :i.2'± iilm) 
- A burst test ring for prectura tube sections (possibility 
of high ~rccision, JCO kg/cLlz). The sections i.iust be 
1140 r.1,.: long, wi t~1 a dinneter of 92 to 98 rn,1. 
- f.. televi.sion set with two eru1c:ras uounted on a revolving 
post; one o;:1 tr1e travelling crane and th~ other on the 
crane of the rnanipulc:.t.or. Both cnraeras are connected 
to a cuntral unit, provided with two televisions screens 
(vorl:~ing positio~1 of the oectionning cell, and three 
wor~dng positions of the tenting cell}. 
- t.. set of cel:f-acting grap~= len fo:r 'cor..1ponent handling 
(see ADJ.CO) 
- t. COL:unicntio:: .systei.l ( see J..D:~co) 
Two tobbognnn fo:- s,·;~11-::;ize cm.1pcnents (see J,.DSCO) 
- Several p2n~~ges : 
- a sjielded door 
- three ce:'_l:.'.ng plntes, one designed to be coupled 
uit> tl1:::: trarn:nort container of the E3SO~l pl2.nt 
( see J..D:xo) 
c. passage lcRding to the basement ,dt~ ~ pluO cloced by a 
vinyl bag 
- nev0r c.l o _: cm:.'_n\;D ~Ji L: s'.:ie !dings p 1 ugs ( spar~ pass c.ges) 
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- A power ,e;yster:0 ':riJ;;h consoles and control pannel, for 
later utilisation of t~a cr2a as testing cell 
- A lighti119 ::.:y.:;te;n wit'.:1 te:,::i 10..-:::JS of 50.._; W;1.tts (see J..D2CO). 
There are 5 trG.l1sports containers of three di fferents r,:ode ls 
- two cont n.:..::12rs for ~1aste 
- two containers for 1uel rods 
4:.1. Container for ,·raste. 
----------------- ~-
'l'he container can be charr;ed and discharged vertically, with 
an attached 21oist.:x!.g syr;tet.: ;_;ou.1.ted on the upper :,late and 
,·rinci1, stai~1lecr; cte;el cable, and gra:i,:;_:c~le. The 
cont~incr ce~ be dissassembled i~ t~ree sections 
- the upper ~lete ~ith the hoisting system 
- the container ~ody 
C1e botto.:,, closed by t·ro s:1i,3lc'iing doors 
The container is not tight e.110 can be used only on the premises 
of the Research Center. 
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- Si1ielding 
_ Inner useful 
length 
200 mr,1 Pb 
.370 mr.1 stainless steel 
+ 
- 890 mm 
4.2. Container for fuel rods 
Same structure as the waste container 
- inner diaueter 








The grapple of the container na:r be employed also fo the sto-
rage pit of the fuel eleLlent waste (fuel rods). 
4.J .. Container of the.L.M.A. 
'I'he container can oe c~-.0.rged anc~ c~:'_oc~1arged ;;orizor.tally by 
neans of a shell whose ~ovement in controlled from the rear 
side of the conta~ner. 
':ihen the transport container is ~::-laced against the door of the 
main AD-ZCO cell, the ::;:~ell i::; .:..~-:..serteL in the cell wit:1 a leak 
the: llai,1 cell it is po::rni'JJ.e to ,;:al:.e t:1e substitution 
(uodel : ,{AGUZilEAU-LA CALHE!JE-F.J.J,JJC~), 
The L.M.A. transport cor.tainer .:Ls u.sed to carry fuel element 
rods frot, hDSCO to the t\,diur:1Act:_vity Laboratory of the lletal-
lurgy department, 
Specificatio~ - Si1ielding 
- Inner clic.:::eter 
- Inner useful length 
of the shell 
- I~ner diameter of 
200 mn Pb 
~ 90 ;_fo, stainless steel 
1650 mm 
t l1e she 11 + 80 r.1r.1 
The shell is provided ;ata a leaC cylin~er at both end, to 
i_Jrotect the o:,_)ere.tors. <lurins ti1e :1~nC::Lcng pl ~se ( L = 250 mm 
~nd 40 mm), 
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Studies are carried out on thia containc~ in order to obtain the 
cgreahlcnt for transportation outsi~G th~ Rasearch Center cron, 
5 • 1 • 1~. ~ • E • C • O ~ 
j • 1 • 1 • .q_ l_.Y.c_o_!.-.tpp_t. 
The glycol-test device detects fuel clements cladding 
failures before an6 after acctionning. It detects gas 
~scnp0d f?':'mthe claccin~ 2f ~ fu2l element in a vacuum 
container :illad by a flui~ wit~ low vapour tension, by 
following th~ bubbles. 
It shall be ~cnsibl~ to teat :ual clustera 1650 mm long 
with 110 mm diam::ct.:;;l· 2.nc~ iil'' l~c.::-.t:, corresponding to the 
reference experioentel fuel ela8ants. With minor changes 
it will be ~ossibla to teat any cluster with the same maximuc 
dimensions, but vith e differe~t ~ead. 
Instead of the cluster, it ia possible to test a basket 
with one or aevaral fuel ro[a. 
Thermip should ba employed with DRG2L e le1~ent s, but g lyco 1 
and other fluids may ~lso ba uaed; in this case feeding a~d 
discharge o;:)eratic.n.!: .:..:-e e:~C'c-.ut,ed outside the cell. 
5.1.2. NeutrogreJhy 
The cell 4JOJ is provided vitb an 2lu~inium channel for the 
introduction of the cooponentc t0 be examined. It was concei-
ved for X-raya, but aftor n oooparntive study oJ X-rnys and 
noutrogrnphy, the latter has been chosen, in order to obtain 
a representative iMagc o: the whale cluster or of single 
rods before diarnantling. 





Tho 2quipment ahould au~9ly ~ :lu~ o-Z 2 x 11 10 n/soc for core 
than 200 hours, wit~ possibility o: l~ter improvements. The 
th , ~1 ~ 5 1 ~:> i 2/ 1 n 7 / 2/ . 4>f. . t ·.erma~ I ux o~ , C n;c~ aec tc ~~ n cm soc 1s su~ 1c1en 
for the.: examin2.tion c--Z :'.:ucl ole':,elY:::o ouch as the reference fuel 
eL~nent. 
The observation of fuel ~oas wit~ d~n=oters up to 40 mm allows 
to detect any mo{ific~tion occurod in the cladding • 
Netrology 
We intend to equip the waste ~isposnl cell with a motrology rig 
for diameter, length anC:. 
and fuel rods. 
bowing ~a3surement of fuel clusters 
Tho measurement accuracy o-Z tho :..-ig, operating on an opticnl 
principle, should be as follows 
~ 0.1 mrn for the length ( max length 1650 mm) 
+ 0.01 r.1n :for the C:.inrn~ter ( 0 to 200 mm) 
+ 0.05 mm fer the bowing 
Should the budget be nvnilnbl0, tho coll will be ro~dy 
during 1969. 
5,1.4. Spectral study of fizsion ?roductc 
T~1.e possibility cf sc)tting u~) 2. O n~J<:ctroscope is under 
consideration. It would 2llow to oznuine fuel rods J m long and 
should be e(1_ui:)~Jed with n 3cd:l.u.11 J.ocEc1e detector and a l.i,QQ oh.nnuals 
analy:z.:er. In the futu:..~e, o.ccorc~ing to the requirements, it would 
be possible to replace it bye Ge-Li detector and a 200 or 400 
chnnnels analyze~. 
• I • • 





... ........ _ 
5.2.1. Hot burst rig 
The rig,at present under ~ons,trw,,tion, works on the 
same principle as the cold burst rig, and permits the 
examination of the buroting eonditions of a pr~ssure tube 
at l.i:00° C unQer e,~c:.p_J_ 2.n(:~ re.dial gas pressure ,of J ma 
tickness and 7C eu le~st~. The burst ean be slow or fast 
( after a short ercep o~ 1CG hours) and the testing pressu-
,. / 2 . re can reach ~oo kr ca. u~t~ slight modifications of the 
elements heads, it would hs ?ossible to admit also other 
diameter and thickn3ss values • 
. ,~.a. Metrology of pres~ure tube ~actions 
It is expected. to set up a. Detrology rig for precision 
measurement~ of ~-nner diai::etc1~ and thiGkno.sa o-r pre..s.::.urc 
tubes from 50 en to 1 Ll lcngt~, provided with a super-
sonic head detecting any inc~ease in nicro faults density 
due to irradiation in the reactor ( punctures, corrosion, 
erosion, etc ••• '. 
5.2.J. Creep tests on semplcs 
The creep tests on sa~plco ~ig~t ba executed in the 
Medium Activity Laboratory of the Research Center, The 
sectionning nachine is being assembled in the A.T.F.I. 
Labore.tory. Th2 tube scetionn coming from the machine are 
then transported by me ans o:f a lead transport eont ainer 
to the testing laboratory. 
A decontamination hall wi ti., glovo-bo:zas 1 supersonic decontamination 
tanks, hoods, heating tanks, ete ••• is annexed to the hot laboratories. 
In the ADECO laboratory it is possible to connect to tho cell.8 an air 
tight traveling lock provided with a biological shielding of 100 mm 
steel. 




'i• ~acontarnination and waste disposal service 
' -"' -&-...a,c...,a... _._ ..-_----. '-C--.& -·-.----.....____.___...,..--.... •"& ....-..--- ............,.___. ,,_. ~*• _,.. ••' -... -.._ .... .a, •.• a • .... . • .a• .L ..e.. -I 
'i.1. The hot laboratorias oay be assisted by the decontamination 
Service of the Roacerch Center w~ich has all necessary equipment 
for intervention ~n~ deconta~ination, namely 
- 2 soall intervention truc~a 
- 1 workshop truck 
- 1 decontamination laboz-1.:-:::-:i~~y with 
• 2 disr.::nnt li::.c :c.oods, ( 
( 
~ , 1 s~ndolaating nnd gravel blasting equipment, • scver~l decont~~i~ntion tanks, 
1 
• one dcvice fer ultraso~ic decontamination, 
• test inG c.nc: c.0contc\lllinat ion services, etc. • • 
7.2. Vaste_disposal 
Wast~eoming froa the ~ct laboratories are treated by this 
service. Several ~ethotla arc eop:oyed : tar canning for low 
c.etivity waste and muds cbta.:.nec', during che1;1ical treatment of 
effluento i concrete eanni.ng for medium activity solid effluents 
deposit in storage pits for high activity waste with every possible 
caution against conte~inetion tz-anafer and irradiation, 
The decontamination-Servie3 ia prcvided with a decay pool conceived in 
order to receive the storage conticincrc of the ES.SOR fuel rods. 
---===0000000=~=-~ 
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EEDIUM ACTIVITY LABORATORY 
1. Introduction 
~ The medi~m activity laboratory of the Metallurgy and Ceramics Divisicn ~ 
of the Ispra ~esearch Center does not belong to the ESSOR plant, but is 
a complerae~tary facility for the study of fuel and nuclear naterials 
behaviour u~de~ irradiation, mainly in the field of metallography. 
The ADECO laborntory of the ESSOR plant sends to the LHA, by .:1eans of the 
"tra1-;.sport container o:Z the LMA" ( see transport containers [U-sd hot labora-
tories), the cora~o~ents of the irradiated fuel elements disnantled in the 
main ADECO cell. 
The LHA labo:-o.tory hc,s an U-shaped form with one entra~'lce cell, or concrete 
cell, c~d tvc ~ows ~~ lead cells (see plan view). 
The follmrL,g L'nte1Aials ·.rill te handled in the cells : UC, DO , SAP, Etain-
2 
less steel an~ Zi~caloy. The operations and examinations executed in the 
cells are : 
- dismantling or disassembling of a fuel rod or of a fuel asse~bly af~er 
irradiation 
- sample treat~ent for metallographical, physical and chemical e~aminationB; 
- determination of fission gases formed during irradiati0~ (puncture-teat) 
and curing thernal post-irradiation treatments ; 
- measure o-£ 11 ga:.1ma 11 activity of fuel elements for burn-up deternination 
- dimensional measurements ; 
- macro and micro e~aminations, including sample coating and treat~ont 
- density detercination 
- thercal and electrical conductivity measurements 
- determination of r..1echanical properties such as hardness, tensile stress 
and resil ie~:ce 
- theroal treatments up to 2.000 °C. 
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2. Entrance cell or concrete cell 
The walls are made of baritic concrete, density J,4, thickness 1 m. 
The biological shielding has been designed in order to reduce activity 
of a punctuel cource of 22.000 Ci (1 MeV) at JO cm from the inner wall 
surface, t~ 2 1 5 ~r/h in the inner space of the cell. 
The cell ic p~ovided with: 
- three windows, each with two manipulators MS "extended reach" M. 9 
n~d P.V.C. sleeves 
- a 1 to~ travelling crane (E.R.T.N.) 
,. heavy cluty ,,ianipulator (E .R. T .N.} for 1000 kg 
- a working bench with vertical drilling-machine, remote control 
- a working bench with a vertical cutting-machine for cladding 
re~ovcl and a cutting-~achine with sanding disks ; 
- a railli~c-Llachine for longitudinal cutting of fuel element cladding 
- n~ alpha-tight ntereo~copic periscope for each P.v.c. sleeve ; 
- a fissio~ gas sampling device 
,. ga:;:u:rn.-scanning device ; 
- a rear cnst iron door with vinyl bag; 
- a ree~ thicble with sliding doors and coupling device for the shell 
of the lead container, i.e. LMA transport container of the ADECO 
labon1.tory ; 
three storage pits for fuel elements with cast iron plugs 
- a ceili~g plate ; 
cold lig~ting by horizontal lamps lodged in the cell ceiling 
passages for electrical cables, air, etc ••• 
- a general control panel on the front side of the cell 
- a ventilation system with filters and prefilters with an under-
pressure of+ 20 mm/H 20. 
EUR/C/IS/l~'l/69 e. 
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J. Lead cells 
The wall thickness of 15 cm allows to reduce activity from a punctual 
source o: 150 Ci (1 MeV) at JO cm from the inner wall, to a dosis under 
2,5 mr/h. 
each cell is equi~ped with H. 7 manipulators or remote handling tongs. 
The vis!on in the cell is afforded by windows consisting of lead panes. 
Illm,lination is sur_:r:}lied by qucrtz lamps above the window!l• 
Tho cello are equipped with an inner alpha-tight envelope, and are under 
constant under-p~essure. Each cell has an absolute entrance filter and 
an absolute extraction filter. 
Trans~ort~tion from cell to cell departing from the e~tr~ncc cell is made 
by neans cf n. trolley running along nn 11 al~ha 11 gallery under the floor of 
each cell. Tha trolley can be raised to the floor level through an open-
ing 9rovided with an elevator ensuring a leak-tight connection with the 
cell. 
J.1. E_q_ui_l?m_ent o·"' the lead cells 
The pooition of the cells is shown in the joint iigure. There is 














treatment of samples coming from the entrance cell 
cleaning of samples of fissionable materials 
cleaning of samples of non-fissionable materials 
2lectrolitic~l or chemical cleaning of the samples 
@icroscope exa~ination 











thermal conductivity measure~ent (in project) 
electrical resistivity measurements 
density measurements 
dilatometry measurements 
metrology with a precision of 5 microns 
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c) a row o~ lead cells for mechanical testing 
- 1st cell : Vickers, Brinell, Knoop and Rockwell hardness 
measurements 
- 2~d cell 
- Jrd cell 
- ~th eell 
5th cell 
tensile tests up to 5 tons 
resilience measurements with a 5 kg pendulu~ 
Samples model Izod, section 5 x 10 cm, provided with 
n notch. A set of Adamel ovens and a freezer unit 
allow working~mperatures from -150 °C to +600 °C 
thermal treatment in 2 ovens under vacu~l up to 
2000 °C 
d) A row of lead cells for the study of fission gases 
- 1st cell thermal treatment in an induction furnace undtr vac~um 
- 2nd cell : circuit for fission gases measurements. 
---===0000000===---
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Ii, I Section 7 
..._.,_..,_.,._,...._~_....--.aS- . ..._____..__.,..........._......._ _ ~ 
1. Main characteristic::; and oneration 
~..&~.....__....__.. .... -._ .. __ ____.._...__ .. ..__.__,.. 
1.1. General observations 
1.2. Parameters analysis and safety actions 
A - Main pare.netcr::: 
3 - Au:idliarY parameters 
C - calculated pc.raneters 
1.3. Test of the working of th8 TIS itself 
1.4. Other functions of the TIS 
2. Principal strucj:~al c:h8:,rac:tc:-i::d: .. i~s 
2.1. Input systcc 
A - Scanninc unit 
B - Analog-digitQl convc~tcr 
C - Magnetic dru~ 
D - Pulse inputs 
E - 11 0n-of:f 11 in~)uts 
F - R2ference levels ~nput 
2.2. Central unit 
2.J. Output syste8 
A - "0n-off 11 outputn 
B - Te loprir1ters 
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Ii Ir:,~,-.\ . DATA LOGGING AND PR0C2SSI1JG ,1.1.u, i 
! .-.L.~~--- ~-··- • •·•·- - ·~ •·• ·• ' • .. , • < • • • • <.LJ 
2SSOil ic continuoualy aonitored by 2n intagr2ted datfl processing 
cystoa based on two tligit~l conputa~c. 3csidas the ro~ctor inforoa-
coo~utors, For thet r2ason, th2 ::ollo~ina c~c.ptor devoted to the 
~-~~ ~rocoscor unit culled TIS ~ight be o: interest to tho experi-
:. M2in c~2r2.ctorictics ~nd o~eration 
'~.-A- ..,__.a,• L _,-0,.& _ __,. _ __,_.,....=_...__ ... 4 .a._.=•---...-... ....... _...__.__,_.a., .t....O. ~ & .......... '° 
1.:. General obscrv~tiona 
Ti1u TIS is 2. unit s;1:1.ic:, t dccs ch::rgo of sc.fety of the 
reactor 2.s far as t:,orr,odyna1:iical noasurer.tents are concerned. 
In noro detail, it hc.s tho ::ollouing tnsks : 
- control of par2.r:ieters c.nd. initiation, if necessc.ry, of c 
s.:-~fety nction, 
- testing the proper functioning of th0 TIS itself, 
- detecting the order in vhic~ incidents occur, 
- displaying end logging raansured and calculated values on 
request, 
- logging genernl inforo~tion. 
The TIS can order elerrns, powar raduction, reactor shut-
down and speci~l ectionn by oe~ns o: eutoraatic circuits 
associated with v~rious pRrts o~ tha plant, 
. I • . 
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2xcept c.B regc.rd::; nouL~or. ;10 c_.surenents, it represents the 
"ner.sur,2r.1ent - lo~ic:-.1 cire:1:.t ::or safety cctions - control 
circuit" linl.: in t:ic ra..:.etor ~aiaty system. 
1.2. PQrQ~otcrs ~n~lysis c_nd s2:.:ety actions 
-- - -- ~ -·• -- -- ,..,. ,-, ._ -- ,,. """ ~ ,..,. ,._. ,.._ - _._,. •• -., •- •·•e- •• '-••~ ~~-•--•--
The TIS compc:.rzs tho -.rc,lu.c! o:f oc.ch 11,"craoeter to one or norc.: 
refarence levels. Ghould _ !evel ba axceeded, tho TIS givoc Q~ 
order which a~y initiate 2n ~lar~ or a safety operation. Fe~ c~~-
severel aeasuring chains. h 
safety opar~tion is initi~te: only in the event of e logic~l 
c~abin2tion of excess v~luec. I~ order th~t the operator ~c.y 
know the trend pr0eeding c.n excess, the TIS aenori3cs the tc~ 
80st recent v2lues of the eorres~onding parcrneter, which 
nppoar on -a. ty;_Jo-1,rri ter et th2 :.1onant the reference level in 
O)!:cccdod. 
The scanning time, tha nu~ber of values ~emorized c.nd the uo~o-
rizntion ti~o c.ra :ixod in relc.tion to the plant intended 
response-ch2ractariotieD ~n t2a event of an incident involving 
the pnrnneter in ~ueo~ion. 
The parm,1Gter::; proeease<l r.1!:)y be g:-ouped ns .fol lows 
chc::ins in orde:;.~ t:1.--:.t z;__~:'.:~:=-cicnt in:fo-ru.::.tion r.1ay be obtc.inecl 
in CQOG of fault on one chEU.n. 
Ther0 nre three reference leveln S1, S2, SJ, 
. I. 0 
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- 2.l 2rr.1, 
- reactor ?ower reduction, 
- re r.:ct o:"" sc:"" a.r::., 
- reactor scran and action on certain circuits, 
in particula~ cooling 
Generc:.lly speaking, if .Si or S2 c:~ SJ is reached by one of t:1e 
three chains, the coaputar w~ic~ is the central unit of the TI: 
gives an alerra signal as long as t~e excess continues a fu:rthe:.· 
eooparison is ~ade wit~ the upper level if necessary, and tha co~-
puter ~emorizes the average of t~o three values. 
If Sl or S2 or SJ is reached by at least two chains the conputer 
orders resp.ectively an e.L:-.rn, c_ pm-rer reduction, or a scran, 2.ncl 
uenorizes the average of the v2.lues. 
SJ is reached by two chains ~t least and if the SJ level is ~lso 
re ached by another loaice-,lly correlated parameter, a special au~Jl):e-
r.-ientary action can be initic:.tec:. 
If on the other hend no re~erence level is reached, the conputer 
neoorizes the average o~ the th~ee values at every p th measuraoent 
cycle, p being ~ependent on tbe Jaraneter. At the sarne tine the 
oldent aemori3ed value is dro~JcG, 
Each tioe an 2ler~ aignel ic given, the following indications are 
printed 
- on the 11 ::;torcc: v2.lue::; 11 teleprinter ti!'1e, parar:Jeter 
addresa, oorno~i~e~ vnluec ; 
- on the ilf2.st-s:)ee(; =2ul·::c" er 11 slow-speed :::'aults" tele-
printer, c.ccarding to the scanning speed : tine, paraaeter 
addresa, value of the e~cess, until the fault disappe~rc (un-
lens the 09er2.tor reQUeata the cessation of the printing). 
Whenever c. cafety 2.c-tion is requested the following indications ::-.::.·e 
printed on the II sa:cety actiono 11 teleprinter : tine, parameter 
address, action requested. 
3Ua/c-Is/127/69 e. 
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3. Auxiliary para1:1eters 
------------=======~ 
The auxiliary ;_Jc.:.~2.nete:~s ETG ,le2.sured by one chain only. There 
is only one reference lavcl end the only action which can be 
The value ne a::mrer1ent 
cycle. In the ov.:mt o:'.: ,~n c:~ccsc t~1e "r.1enorized values" tele-
printer prints the ti~o, tha cdress of the neasureoent, the ~c~o-
ri2ed values ~nd t~e reference level. The excess value is µrinted 
on the "nlow-spced :::'::-.ult::;•i tc1-a)rinter with the tine 2nd the pa:~c.-
meter address u~til t~e fnu~t unless the operator 
requeots the cess2tion o: the ?rinting. 
C. Ca.lculated para,:1etcr::; 
-----------==--====-= 
In addition to the con9erisonc to reference levels and the 
,iverage c::.lcul'.'ttions ,ihicb i".: c::-.::..~ries out nornally, the TIS ,F.r: 
to coopare measure~ v2.lu2= ~it~ one another and in soce instcncos 
to nake opecial Cc'.lculati.onr;, ~)2:::ticularly in connection with 
visual notification of t~e:ual pow0r determination of organic 
coolant flow, supervision of neutron chains, and burst-slug det0c-
tion. 
A few particular actions atil~ nead to be uentioned 
- burst. sl~g_~d~toct~o~""l : 
The TIS carries out &11 the detector-control operations, the 
activity rae2sure~ents and the trend calculations for all the 
burst-can detection assecblien. 
- Dust and .5g.s .:-.ctivity 
The TIS executes the orderc for reading seopling point nun~e::s 
and rnaaouring their instantaneous and possibly deferred activity 
these orders co3e from the ~utonatic device connected with tho 
display keyboard. 
The operator cay request the TIS to repeat the readings autom2.ti-
cally for a cert~in nuobcr o:'.: points ( collective sampling: or 
to repeat autoceticaliy the r02~inge for a particular point 
( follow-on-method). 
. I . . 
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Finally! ~~o TIS h~~ to ee~ry out certain corrections and 
1 incariza~ions o:.: -~:,c p~:::--::-.;:1eters t.o h0 printed or displa~dL-
visuo..lly, 
Correction;:; roiarring to te:.qerrcture me a::mrenent s by th,:or::1.::>-
eoupl2s t~kes i~to account the effect of the cold welding tcLl9orn-
tur2, "lS : .. 22.:::mrod by ;;: re:::iGt.::.nee probe and ::.canned among t":.c other 
The drift of the a~pli:ic2tion-eonvcrsion systen is periodic::-.!ly 
cc.lcalr:t:)c1 by progro..c:·.,c ::?:Ao,:i ncH:.surenents of two stable re:e1Aencc 
volt~gcs cs::;oci&ted ~ith t~e a~plifier, whose cocputer storea 
theoreticQl VD..luoa. 
The coapcrico~ oz the ?~reoetera to their reference levels is DD.de 
with unproceasc6. v2.lucc • i. 0, vnlues whieh have been ne i t~1er lL102.-
ri~ed nor corroctcL, TI1c stored roferenee-levels are therefore 
inversely eor~eeted and r.Ce:.1Jtcd ir..1r.1edintely upon introduction., and 
periodically therct<te:A if neee::war:)C,. in order to restore t>cn to 
the unproees::;e.d oondition. 
The reference levels are introduced and r,1odified by r,102.ns o:? the 
service teleprinter aszociated with the eontrol cooputer. 
1.3. Teat_of_the_working_of_the_TIG_itsclf 
Pe,_riyYsontrol : Thill. control is c:ffected systematically for eve:;.~y 
exchange of infornatian between the ari.thr.1etieal bloc and the r.1eno:~y 
of the tranafer unit. The doteetion of~ parity error results in t~c 
eoission of an internal interruption signal which inaediately sto9a t~2 
conputer. The autGieco.ntrol tests deseriood below ean therefore no).:. be 
cc.rried out and there is eonoe.quently c switch-over to the atandl;iy cau~iu·cer. 
/!,u_t~c_o_~t_1:9_l~~t_o_at_ ,: T:1is t8st carried out every 500 rts on the rec:;i:-_J·'.: 0:'.: 
an interruption signal p.N)duecd by one of the two tiners. The L,::::J.; td:ea 
JO ms. The progrnm1;1e ter:;ts :Zirst the ~Jresence of a "nunerical • C 1.npu·.,::::-
output::; error" ( by prograLE·,1e an output relay is closed or opened ~nd ..... ll.C 
position is checked in raturn OM en input line). If this error aignnl: ia 
,resent the conputcr stopa. I:? ~at, t~a programnc tests ::;uccessivcly e~ch 
instruction of the eentral unit ( inatructions for .storing in met:!IQry;,. 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 0. 
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for arithaetiee! oJcr~tionc end logical operations, for the die~ 
placccrnnt of r:1e:10ry ?.on23;. :i::Z "!;t.3 a.uto-eontrol progranne is 
carried out correctly, it concludez with tho enis.sion of a si-
gnal to the auto-control ci~cuit QCcoeiated with the e01:1puter. 
This signal, received every 500 oc by the circuit if the coapu-
ter i.s not out o::: oro.cr, )r,::wentn ~ switch-over. If the sign2}. 
is not r2eeiv0d , t~1e auto-cont:-ol circuit switches to the otanc1-
by eor.1puter, 
_'.r__e st 0~£_th0_yo~r.~i~g._,of .the. convcrpion •. _sJE~<:!,:. 
1.'he two reference volte.goo e::isting in eneh group of 16 r:rnin 
parameters and in eeeh group o::: 96 auxiliary pnrancters arc 
scanned lika t~e other parasatc:-c of the group and their value 
is eoapared to t~eir previoucly-ncnorizcd theoretical value. In 
addition to oa~sureaent corrcctiona, this arrangenent nakcs it 
possible to loeQli~e c fnulty a~pli~ier in the analogic2l chains. 
The exploitation of the Lleasu~ecent signals pasoing through th~c 
ar.tpli:tier is then forbic"\den by p::-Qgranoe nnd the fault is indicec-
tcd on the "nafcty actlo~~n" tcle~n·inter, Simultaneously the co:·.1:n.1-
ter consider::; the :.:c;.ulty ,:1easure,:1cnt to have passed the nost 
dangerous level. If error~ are detected on at least two rapid 
( 1 s or 2 s) groups, the eonputer orders a switch-over to the 
second converter, 
Drm:i teat 
......... ~-----------..... 4, 
If the switch to the OBe<>nd co~verter does not result in an 
inproveuent • tho :o.l-!lt nay lie in the drur.1. A r,ower set back o:f 
the reactor is t~,en triggered-of:, and the nost inportant par2-
metero enter directly the i,crl-:ing r.1er~ory. 
In addition c parity c~cek is pcr~orned during read-out of tha 
infornation stored on th3 drura; the parity bit is provided by 
the converter. Failuro of ;t.l.o C:,.oel~ has the same consequences an 
in the pr~ceding cas~. 
. I . . 
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Functioning ch~ekcd by t .. 1.0 eo:~puter whieh receives the prog:..~2.::!::10 
sig~,& 1:: ( 1 :::; , 1G :::; : .-:nd con;>e.rei:: their tine of appearance wi ,.:.:1 t:10 
reference times obtained by eelculction. If there is a discrepency, 
the eonputer orders~ switch-Jvcr to the stand-by unit. 
The signe.l whicI1. oceurn cvc:::y 500 ms is eontrolled eleetroniee,l!y. 
If a fault is dctected,anothar signal is enitted in due time and t~c 
coaputer orders~ nwitc~-ovc~ tc ~ho stand-by unit. 
Sta1"1.9.•1?.)', unit Zei_l~e : 
Ii a ntand-by unit itself feils ~t n tice when the normal unit 
cannot be put back in,~:) n;:;;,.~viec, o. power set baek iB' tringorod o::f, 
C~e~. on. Lteanurcment . e;:12..inn. 
A broken wire, e short eireuit or a transcittcr fault originate 2. 
!'!taro si.,gnal. If a neaourenent ehc.in gives a signal below a r.1ini::m1:1 
reference level 2.p~Jlying to 1'.11 the chains, an c.lnrn is given. 
~or paracetero Qea~urad by three ehains, the computer considers the 
faulty neasure,1.:mt ta have panoed the seran level. 
~.4. OtheP functions o! tho TIS 
p~~~i _ o__n _of-t]-i..c. o:·de.:: .. in t·~h}._e}1 __ ineide&Lo.~.r. 
In order to deteet tne sequanee ol incidents, the eomputer supe~-
vises the positions of ~bout 100 contacts. Changes of position are 
eonoidered sinulte.neou::; if t:10 tirae interval separating them·. . J..S 
lens than 0.1 s, thi::i being the time between two nuccesslve scanning 
periods, Che.nge::; are r0eorde<i on the "safety aetiono" teleprinte:::- in 




P_i._~.<:P.9. __ !:._0 Jt9..~.:·11L.0.f. Y.2..1.u.0 .0 . .OA _.r.02'-~-t : 
The requeot koyboe.rd on2.blec t~o oJerator to request the value 
of any p~re.2cter ontcTi~g or eelculatad by the TIS. Thin on~ then 
appears on c:: nunericecl diD;:,lc..y cc;ne. A key on the keyboard eno.bloo 
the o~erator to re~uire this value to be printed on the telepr!ntcr. 
This request owitchcc o~f the {!splay signal. It is possible to 
require the .ch.ml t2.necuc printing oi 20 ne.-i.surements. Another I;:oy 
enn stop the printing ol .:my nee.surement • 
.L~':l9.....?.:t~~er?_!_}_n_{on:1.e_t}-.o.n, 
This is done by tho following ~achines 
- two punehed-t2pe ~2.ehines 
- some analogical logging unite. The syste~ includeo three 
analogical outputs obte.inc6 by decoding J x 9 binary nur.ibers, 
- ten taleprintcro which pcrforo the following tasks : 
EUR/C-IS/127/69 e. 
- refereocG-lcveln introduction and test-loggin~, 
- ncooTi~cd veluoa logging, 
fent loggina o: :2.ults, 
s loH 1 . _ogging o:: ::2.ults, 
- safety-ectionc logging, 
- burnt-slug logging, 
- routine ganer~l logging, 
- logging r8adinac 2.t operntor's request, 
- clelayed c2.lct!lc.ted inforE1c..tion logging, 





The TIS is co::1posed o::: thr2c structu;.~e.1 assemblies 
- input systc1:1, 
- centrcal unit' 
- output systeu 
Figure 1 shows the general set-up. 
2.1. Input_systeu_ 
This consist of filters end cl3etronechanieal relays followe~ 
by electronic switches. With the "low-level" signc.ls a di::2-
rential anplifier is inserted between the relays and the 
switch assoeieted with these sicnals. The signals are at pre-
sent distribu.t.ed as ~allows: 
8 group::; o: 16 l) e.r 2.1~1Gt Cl"" fJ sennned every second 
) groups o:: 16 pc..:.- at:.1e tors s11anned every two seconds 
6 groups o:Z 96 lJc.r :.~.1ctero scanned every twelve seco:1c1::: 
2 groups of 6l1., :1[".rc..:~~ctero seanned every twelve second::; 
-
1 group of .32 :') -~~:.,... 2.r:1 et :: r G scanned every twelve scco11dn 
The three chains measuring t~s 02in para~etcrs are connected 
to different groups, so t~:D.:~ .- ::c-.ult in an D.nplifier or 2.n 
electronic switch u::::2cts on:y one of the three chains. 
For one grou;;> aeanned every two second and three groups 
scanned every twelve aeconds, the scnnner nnd aaplifiers 
are inside the conteinment o~ the reactor. For the other grou~a, 
they are in the rooa of tha central units. 
For each group, tuo in:Ju.ts .s:re reserved for stable reference 
voltages a.esign3d t"' ~ont.:~oJ. the entire c.nulogico.l chc:in. 
The output of the electronic switches is connected to the 
annlog-digi t c.l 




The 0~10 V signals emitted by the electronic switches 
are converted into binary signals (10 bits+ sign) which 
are passed *o the analogical traeks of the magnetic drum 
at the right nomant, the ncanning and conversion unit being 
synchronized by signalc frora the magnetic drum. For safety 
reasons the converter is duplicated. 
This external ne~ory storea .,_, .,,i.e following informations 
- nucerical rneaourcnents or ;;.102.ourements converted into 
numerical inforuationa, 
- reference levels and noraal control programme, 
- the nemori~ed values every p measurement cycle, 
- all the progranmes which ensure the norLle: cont~~l. 
The logging time is independent of the processing tine. The 
drum is switched automatically into the second coraputer 
when the first compute~ ~evelo~a a fault, in order to ensure 
the maximum eontinuity of control. Since the drun itself is 
very reliable in operation, it has not been duplicated. 
D. Puloe inputs 
============= 
Before being fed into the corn;.Juter the pulse trains are taken 
over by the timer, an organ w~ich is duplicated for reasona 
of safety.Piloted by a qu2.rt3 time-base, it makes all the 
necessary signalo for corn:1andi!:lg the DRG feeding zone devices 
(counters and revolving drum) and for measuring various act~vi-
ties by pulse ~ounting~. It ulso oakes ali the pro-gram~e oignals 
(0.1 s, 0.5 s, 1 s, 2 s). 





E. 110n-off 11 inputs 
::::==-=-=====-=== 
The progranrnes are normally fed in by a fast punched-tap8 
reader (JOO Char/sec.) 
F. Reference levels input 
====================== 
Done by the firat teleprintc~ raontioned above ( in 1.4.) 
which is thus a two-way link ~~ihCtfi~- central•unit. 
Central unit 
Since this unit is duplic~tcJ Zor safety reason, the information 
is processed by two CAE ~10 codputcrs. Each computer has a 
ferrite ooro working rncnory ~ 24,000 words of 18 bits. The 
access tine to a stor~d word is si~ aicroseconds (reading-writing) 
The method of using the computers can be suamarized as follows 
computer 1 is in charge c1 control and safety, 
- computer 2 as n stand-by device, 
- if compµter 1 fails, coraputor 2 is connected to the magnetic 
drut1 in order to tak~ over thci control and safety prograr.ime. The 
numerical input and output units and the teleprinter control cir-
cuit,· units are also suitched over (fig. 1) 
While computer 1 is on line 
informations in its mc~ory : 
- tho coaputer test progranme, 
computer 2 stores the following 
a monito:r programne whose purpoae is to call tho control prograr:mes 






l\. "On-off" output::; 
--==-======::.==== 
These feed solid state logic blocks for control or indication. 
In order to avoid all inte~:erence a decoupling has been inser-
ted between tha feed to t~ase syotacs and the TIS. Scran and 
special-action lines ~ra duplicated. 
B. Teleprinters 
These are ordinary machina::; wit:1 short (28 era.) or long (72 
carriages. 
' cr:1. 1 
The indication::; on tllG logging oheGts have the following charac".:;e-
ristics : 
- the time is coLlposed o~ s1~ nuaerical characters, 
- the addresses have four alpba-nunerical characters, 
- the parameter valu~ e.re printed. to three signi ficn.nt 
figures. 
Teleprinters which have to log several types of parameter, do print 
simultaneously the address and the unit in which the paracetcr is 
being measured. 
C. Experimental outputs 
--=~======~====~==== 
These consist of a puncher (100 char/sec) and three analogical 
outputs. A second puncher i::; ass~iated with the stand-by conpl!-















C4Hltral unit 1 
LEGEND 
CC~ CAE 510 
~ I and transfer 
~1...!:!:.J - . 
:_ C.C - Command unit 
CAN- Analog digital 
L - Reader ~ 
P - Puncher 
converter 
C - Timer 
H - Clock 
Numerical inputs 
-contacts 





- Burst slug detection system 
(command of the system of 
detection. of the valves, of the counting) 



















T. I. 5. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT 
Decentralization 
unit 












- pulses counters 
-keyboards 
Logging Radio -
of readings pro tee tion 
at operators faults 
request logging 
Logging of results 
of deferred calcu -








L.fig. 2 ; Exemples of T.I.s. in9uts leading to a safety action (main parameters) - 7/14 -
of h-ro. 
-
No. of Scanning Action Circuit Parameter Address Law of interven. par am. chains eye. t2.kes Alarm PR SC Special actions 
, ... _, 
.. 
Nultiple Temperature Channels 8 24 2s 1/J T > S1 X 
loop (T) outlet 2/J T > S2 X 




Secondary 1 J 2s 1/J T > S1 X 
outlet 2/J T > S2 X 
main 2/J T > SJ X 
exchanger 
Pressure Secondary 1 J ls 1/J P > SN X 
(P) expansion 1/J P < Si X 
vessel 2/J P > S2 X 
~-
------· --
Flow (F) Reactor 1 J ls Calculation of 
outlet P/k Ftot = l 
1/Jf..> S1 X 
2/Jt. > s2 X 
2/Jt-> SJ J~ 
- -
Fen Channel 8 8 ls Comparison 
inlet inlet-outlet 
Fsn Channel 8 8 1S Fen - Fsn = t, n 
outlet Fen 
f:..n > s Accelerated memorization 
CalcuL.:.tion of of the most i~portant measu-
P/k Fen = <fen rements for 20 sec. 
-.Pen > SM X 
and 
P/k Fsn = f sn 
'f sn > Sn X 
'fen > Sr,,; } and tx: 
·f sn > SN 
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-
Circuit Parameter Address No. of No. of Scanning Law of interven • Actions . 
chains eye.takes par am. Al~rm Prt SC Special Actions 
-
FeGd=:-ng Temperature Outlet 2 X 16 2 1: 16 1s 1/16T :> 5T1J (T) supply 1/16F < sF 1 X zone OU 
hGavy Flow channel 2/16T > sT2l 
ue.ter (F) OU 2/16F "- SFz 
\ Tn> sT2 
A 
OU 
and Fn< sF2 
2/16T > ST3l 
OU 2/16F <. SF3 
\ Tn> sT3 
X 
OU 
and Fn< sF3 
. .. ... 
Pressure Expansion 1 3 is 1/3 P < SM Automatic circuits DzO 
(P) vessel 
1/3 P '> S1 (depressurization shut-down) X 
2/3 P < S2 X 
.. 
Level Exp ,:ms ion 1 1 1s L ? Sr-., Automr,tic circuits D20 
vessel (supply shut-down) 
L < S1 X Autor.1atic circuits DzO 
(emergency supply) 
L < Sz Automatic circuits D20 
L < S2 and 1/16 X J.utomatic circuits DzO 
F < 5F ( s~1ut-down of principal 
.J pumps) 
Start-up of auxiliary pumps) 





PR = Power reduction 
SC = Scram 
s = Reference level (S1 = first level, S2 = second level ... ) 
5F 
= Flow reference rate depending on the number of pumps in 
operation, It is automatically modified by the computer 
which receives an 11all or nothing" signal for each pump, 
P = Average value of neutron power 
k = coefficient taking into account loop characteristics 
The index n (e,g. Tn) indicates the number of the element on 
which the measurement is rande, 
The fractions appearing in the intervention law indicate the 







J. Documents requented for t~0 authorization 
4. Procedures ::or new in:Jtil.llntions 
5. Safety rulen 
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1. Foreword 
Th'" ES::;Otl plc.nt is zubject to the italian law and in po.rticule.r 
to t~1<2 :,rovizions oi th2 nuclear act(D.P,R. n° 185) of tho Italiun Re-
j}Ublic. T;,c nucl,1sar act delesc.tes i::1 uany subjects tho respon-
snbility to the nuclear plant ,,:an:,,ger, assisted by the safety 
couittee (Collegio dci Delege.ti) ,rnr:~i:19 in close contact with 
t:-1e nuclGar authority (Ci!:.m) an( sub:~::~ tted to its techniccil 
inspection. The safety problc~s ~nvolved by the experiraents 
conducted in the JC~O~ plant ~re discusaed only between the 
cuatoner and the ~lent ~nnagor. '.':ie lotter justifies nnd sup-
ports the experii;1ents to t:rn it?.l:::.an aut,1.ority (CIJEN e Commis-
sione tccnicn ROM.A.) when their .Lcid.2nce or: the plant safety goes 
beyond the limit.s establiziled in the "':'cchnical prescriptions". 
In sI-)ort, the sc:ety proole .. ,s oI th2 :~CGO::l re~ctor and related 
ex:peri.;ent.s ar2 t:nc.ier atrict cc,1.·crol, [.'..."1.d every test requires 
a detailed descri~tion, but t~2 procedure does not involve any 
;_d ___ j_nistrr,tive burden fo~~ t~:G cu..sto,_ier, w'.1ic:1 has only to 
cont etct the plant 1.;annger ana su~,~~ ly every useful technical inf or-
~·.:c:~t~on. 
2. 8cncralities 
The sc.fety probleus l"esulting frou the e:x:perii:}ents carried out 
in the ESSOl{ plant nre usually handled. i:~ three subsec,uent steps 
i. The safety secretnric.t oi' the pl2.~1.t exar.~ines th~ probler.1s 
involved by the earring out of the . J:~:,eri..ent I in close 
contact '.ritl:J. the 2.:,);:Jlicc.11t o:: t:,s eJ:perihient and with the 
<le1Jartuent of the rese2.rc;, center C:oalth p,1ysics, Medical 
service, protection $tjrvice, 0-::tc ••• ), hcarino on so;w par-
ticular aspGcts of t~e probleu, t~e opinion of the italian 
o.uthorities(Ci!~fl I J.JJCC, EI!PI, etc •• ,). 
;'!:ua/c-Is/127 /69 e 
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~.The problen is the eza~inad in t~o ~nicty Cocoittee of the 
pla~t ( Coll2gio a~i Delcgati:, an a~;an imposed by the itnlian 
nuclear law, in which arc sittinG engineers and technicians of tho 
~ain tcchnicel departments o: the pl~nt. 
J.Th2 experiment is finally suboitted to the itnlian authority 
~CNZN) which, after hca~ing ~ tcc~nicel cooraittee, grants the 
opernting authori~ation and issecs tho technical prescriptions, 
i.e. the limitations concerning the equipment and the earring out 
of the experiment. 
At the saLle ti~e, ovary si~Glc 9art o~ the plant, and the whole 
undergo the legal inspection and tost 9rocedurcs, under the contra! 
of technical supervisors ( f:;:oI"! CN;n.J, ANCC, ENPI, etc ••• ) 
J.Docur,~}'lts re_gucstcd for the .c,uthor::.:;.e_tion 
The safety docuuent::i roquo::;t3d ::or the authorization are in pnrticular : c.. 
dotnilal descripti,::in of tl13 p1~nt, t:-:2 sc.fety considerations, the 
nnalysis of norr.12.l operation ;1.a:::;arc~::;, t11e Maximur.1 ere di ble acci den-~, 
nnd the operation oanual for norac.l operation ~nd accident conditi=nc. 
Tc settle the performances and main technical datas of a new instc..!:~-
tion, the applicant of the experinent must work in close contact w~~i 
t:12 nn.fety secretariat. Their coo::?e,rz:tion goes through the follcwinQ 
steps : 
1. Exanination of th2 prelioinary 9roject, nade by tho applicant, 
2. Joint exonination o~ th~ ~relioin~:;:y project by the applicant 
and safety secretariat, 
. I . . 
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J. Beginnin~ of the safety study (dYnaQics, stability problems, 
conventional safety of circuits, ahiolding calcul~tion etc ••. ) 
c\nd of e::periments in ord8r ·::.o confirm the theoretice.l nssurn-
ption3. 
L,.. Detailed ~Jroject study by the 2.p:~licnnt. 
5. Joint exa;.~inflL_on of the final ~Jroject by the n:;:>i'•lice.nt t.md 
safety secretariat. 
6. Verification of safety c~lculntions. 
7. Construction, undc_;r- t:le re.s:::ons2.bility Q-f the ar,::lic2nt. 
6. Ins}1ection dur='._r1~; t.\e conotructio7~, including si.ngle and 
general tests,soac of w~ic~ ~ttended by public inspectors. 
9. Irradi'.'ltion ir. core under ti1e reD;Jonsability of t~1e plant 
1:1anage,..ient in L1e r..c.tter of ::;L2~1t oper?,tion, and by enro of 
the appl::..c :mt for the experi~ental parameters (subject 
to the lir,1itations of the Tec:w..ice.l Prescriptions). 
The conventional safety provisions for.the Ispra ~esearch Center, 
e,nd E:33CR plant ::re n::.:::,lieable to ::;ny s:..ngle experiwent ns well 
during constructio~ as during operation. The ilese2rch Center 
2.nc'. tI~e B330H pL:.nt bring the necos.oe..ry technic~l sup~:ort (ucdice.l 
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AJJ IRrtADIATICH DEVICE HK 5 I 
' I 
1. HK 5 ; -9.._enere.lities 
MK 5, "r:ml ti:_Jle loo~J 11 loc2tec:; :'.n CEWe n° 5, is a closed-lco9 
cooling syster.1 connicting c:'.:' enc primary circuit filled with c:'.·~:12:: 
OMD or ON 2 ( n9ecific2tionn ~~ these fluids below) conveyinc ~~e 
heat production c:;' oevere.::. L1-c~ile sections to a ser.ondary c:'.:.~c:.::~t 
through an heat-ezcn~noer. 
The secondary circuit is z,lo:::. ;:;. closed-loop system filled wi·::~~ 
Thermip and tranc1errinc tha calories to an external air-cooled 
tor ( specific2tiono of the 'l'herr:1ip below). 
This plant han a 1:ower e:;~t::-o.cti:::n capability of about 1,8 NH :;,'.:):~ 
channel. The pri~ery ci::cuit, designed for J60° C nominal, 420c C 
1:1aximum oper2.tin0 temperatur·e, r.1ey be connected, through an c.l1~e 2.jy 
installed set o: headerc and feeders, to a number of channelc ( cp to 
8) • 
Neutronic, ther~,10dynamic and ::rnfety considerations mnke it (~3;:;i::-p).J:;.'c. 
to retain the~ or 5 chnnne: options. 
With the 5 che.nnal.s hypctheoi~ 1 it sh.ould be possible to fc:,:-c:::! :'.n. e2cI1 
channel a flow of 100 ,} /h ::1m:. of organic coolant with an L::;_3t :.."r3c::m:c::: 
of 15 kg/er? and c1 temperatu::-e :cange between JOO and 360° C. Ir:. -;:,~ic.t 
case, the power e~rtrnction c0.::2.bility per channel should be 2.'L~:".:;?. r·IU • 




This makes it possible to irradiate in each channel an experimen-
tal fuel bundle of natural to slightly enriched uranium with high 
power ratings ( in the range of 10 KW/cm), or to cool such irradia-
tion devices as rigs or capsules located in one or two organic 
channels, the remaining channels containing fuel elements ( experimen-
tal or boosters) for reactivity balance. 
In any case : each channel must contain either a fuel element, or 2.n 
irradiation rig or a replacement container. No channel can be left void 
due to safety considerations. 
Termohydraulic loo_p datas 
/Loop/ 
- primary coolant ••••••••••••••• eutectic OMO liquid at room temperature 
fl 620 r..,3/h - max. ow. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :• 
- In-pile section pressure 
loss••••••••••••••••••••••••••7 to 8 kg/cm
2 
- temperature range ••••••••••••• 150° C to 350° C 
- power extraction capability ••• 10 to 15 MW depending on temperature 
2 
- max. pressure ••••••••••••••••• ~o kg/cm pumps outlet 
/In-pile sections/ 
- channels with SAP or Zr-Nb 2,5 pressure tubes,¢ int. 92 mm 
- max. pressure ••••••••••••••••• 15 to 20 kg/cm2 depending on teraperature 
- max. 
3 flow ••••••••••••••••••••• 100 m /h 
- temperature range ••••••••••••• 150° C to 350° C. 
• I • • 
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J. Organic coolants generalities 
The fluids consisting of mixtures of polyphenyls are not just 
exotic and related to a single reactor concept, as it has been 
seldom claimed. 
These fluids have already found a large application in the field 
of industrial and domestic hent transport. 
Their thermal performances are under sor1e aspects comparable to 
water, with less power extraction capatibility, but with the great 
advantage of a low vapour pressure, a very low corrosion rate of the 
usual systems materials and a £airly low rate of chemical reactions 
with uranium, sodium, etc ••• 
2 
Sheath to coolant heat flux can reach 180 W/cm in the mean loop tempe-
rature and pressure conditions without nucleate boiling. Burn out heat 
flux is at least 260 W/cr:? in the sar:ie conditions. 
On the negative side, the polyphenyls mixtures do have, when not 
properly purified, a known tendancy to foul the heat transfer areas. 
The existing loop coolant. conditioning features are described in p.5 
page 9/9. 
Fire and explosion hazards do exist, but they are minimized when opera-
ting below J60° c, and may be easily kept under control by means of 
appropriate devices and precautions, as is the case of MK 5 plant. 
The main primary fluids are considered 
- OM 2 which is especially interesting for heavy in-pile applications, 
but which is solid at room temperature ( with inherent complexity 
of start-up procedure and plant preheating) 
- OMD which is an eutectic compound, remaining in a liquid state at 
room temperature the "in-pile" performances of OMO are lower 
than those of OM 2 but similar to those of the well-known HB 40 




The secondary fluid, Therr1;,.ip or§~ 200 fluid ( chemically quite 
close to methylnaphtalene) are also good heat transfer mediums, 
liquid at room tenperature, very similar to light-oil and a solvent 
of OM 2 and OMD. For that reason, Thermip and ESSO 200 arc used 




By means of appropriate anelogies and a proper adjustment of tbe 
operating conditions of the loop, it is possible to use these organic 
coolants in substitution to water for irradiation experiments of cap-
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, -- I I OM 2 i OMD I Thermip P2 ESSO 200 i 
t=::::::::=::~:::::::::::==1=============J============:===========j=-=-=====--=-1 
I 
I - initial melting point° C 60-65 - 15 - JO 
' 
:- . -
- liquidus point 
o C 
- boiling point° C 
- flash point° C 
autoignition temp.° C 
- density (gr/cm3 ) 
- dynamic viscosity 
(centipoises) 
- specific heat 
(cal/g ° C) 
thermal conductivity 
(105 cal/cm sec °C) 


















































5 - 18 
230-255 230-280 
1 100 ) 100 , 
485 / 485 
1.07 i 25°c 0.99 25°c 0.99 
o.a5:200°c o.84j200°c o.a7 
I 
I 




I I 25°c v, 4 
I 
j200°c II) 0 o4 
I 
0.391 25°c v, 0.39 i 25°c 1,110.4 
o. 701200°c V'0.52 200°c v, o.6 
I 
I 
33.9 25°c v, 32 I 25°Cv1 33 
26.8 200°Cvi 25 1200°Cvi26 
l 
I l l I 
420°c V' 3 420°Cv- 8 I 350°C{A 7 J50°C(/; 7 
.~~--' 
.; .. 
Pur.; ·"y ,..,.,,..,e·--" nen,. -,111 
< _ _.. .... .,, ....... (.., .._ ........ '"-'.,. ~."): .. ,. •• "':' .... - .. ·----· ... -.-,_"'...-c.. .. .. 
obtained i.n :00-0 
'-·--· -----·~·--- ..... .a ••• .._ .. ~ ...... 
- Cl ppm 
- S ppr:1 
- botE.1.c1 Ol'""O a11ic 
C 
I < 0.22 < 0.2 
( JO < JO 
,.,-~ 100 V> 100 
V"> 250 
9/8 
< 5 / 5 ', 
/ JO < JO ·'-,_ 
', 
< 200 .( 200 ·, 
- £:.DG '),)["~ < 5 < 5 < :) < 5 
I I 
.... ···•·· .............. -~---.--J,~ ··--·- -~--- ···--~ ...• -~·- ·-~-·. ----··---~- "~----------
Hee:t tra~1.:::::c:· 
··------'"'- -- .... .a .......... "' •• _, • 
+ fluid::: 1wi thin - 5 o/o aeeuraey : 
Hu= 3.J.'.j x 10-J 
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5. Loory coolant conditicninG fcatu~ac 
. ~ • ~- -~-~-----~--~- -····-):I ....... ·-~~-~-~-· 
~n order to aaintain correct conditiona of the eoolant, the MK 5 1009 
is connected to a purific2tio~ section vhich consists in : 
one_ heat-recuperato::.- __ end_ one_ elcctr!ee.l _ hea~~r tc keep eonstant teu2_,c::-a-
turc in this aection vith any inlet tec?erature of the oain circuit, 
~ax flow J rn3/h, oe~ tera~. 350° C 




~alladium deposited on aluaine 
- two_adsorbers_!oaded_with_Attapulguc clay and silica-wool back-filte~n. 
A correct flow of coolant pasaeD 'chrough these colunns in order to 
adsorb the oxygenated high aola•ular ~eight organic polymers which ere 
aainly responsible of the fouling, 





gases (N2 , n2 c) anc:1. coolant doconposition light produits 
c6H6 and other organic co~pounds with a boiling point lower 
C) 
..L r ~-~"" \ 
\..,V.:.. • I - a_distillation_coluun, unx flow 250 1/~ under partial vacuun (200 
Separates tho High Boiler Reaiduec(M~.~igher than 250) formed by 
radiolysis and pyrolysis of the coolcnt, which would cause changez of 
:physical prope.rties ( vi:Jeosi ty) c,nd inc1~,rnse of fouling pot en ti e.l. 
a_wator_injection_systeo in orrler to coopensate the losses of water du~ing 
the degassing proceDs. In fact, t~e ~irconiu~ alloy hydruration rate 
+ 
minimma fer a water concentration in the coolant of 100 - 25 ppm 
two_pressurization_puops feeding t~e clean coolant to the i1ain cirou~t 
through the heat recu~eretor. T~e ~low cf these two pu~ps is regulat0~ 
in order to keep a constant level in the ~ain circuit expansion tan~. 
---===oooCooo===---
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Normally stainless steel 
behave well in organic 
with little chlorine 
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· crystalline corrosion, 
- G~J=6:::r/c.::: , especially in the trc,nsi-
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1 
1
. is recomnended to avoid 
I stagnation pf p&rt of the 
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Zirconiur.1 alloys are easily 
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seemingly no etch, but pro-
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